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Who shot John F. Kennedy? The controversy continues ...
Roger Amann
Staff Writer

Bob Harris, a stand-up comedian
turned government investigator, gave
a lecture about who shot John F. Kennedy this past week. Harris has been
researching and investigating the
Kennedy assasination for almost six
years now. He will take his fmdings to
more than eighty colleges this year. He
invites students to go research the JFK
assasination for themselves. The information he has compiled about our
government is startling. Harris gave a
very interesting speech about who shot
JFK and also about other covert actions in our past and present United
States government.
Harris has a strong opinion on who
actually killed John F. Kennedy. Like
many researchers, Harris immediately
rules out ~e Harvey Oswald due to
many faults in the case against him.
Harris showed a film of the actual
assasination, which when looked at
with a great deal of concentration,

clearly shows Kennedy being shot
Harris has compiled a very exten- have made a bad deal with the mafia,
several times from the rear. This fmd- sive amount of research to finally and so the mob took it out on his son,
ing alone rules out Lee Harvey Oswald confmn who actually did kill JFK. JFK. Harris also believes that the
shooting at Kennedy from the sixth First of all, he believes the mob had Cuban government played a major
floor of the book depository. In addi- something to do with it. Joseph Ken- role in the assasination. Kennedy's potion to this
sition tofinding,
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Bill Harris, a stand-up comedian turned government investi gator, gave
Johnson
doctored,
a lecture about who shot John F. Kennedy this past week at the
was afraid·
Oswald's
University of Missouri- Rolla.
01' being
legs are at
a slant and his chin appears to be nedy, the father of JFK, was involved dropped from JFK's ticket in the next
touched up. If Oswald didn't kill with the mafia during prohibition, he election. He saw getting rid ofJFK was
bootlegged moonshine. Joe could the easiest way to stay in office, and in
Kennedy, then who did?

the process became the next President
of the United States. Harris sees John
Edgar Hoover as a key player in the assasination of JFK. JFK was ready to .
fire Hoover, because of his terrible
productivity and old age. Harris believes the only way we will ever know
the truth about the JFK assasination is
when the secret files are opened in
thirty years.
In addition, to researching JFK's
death, Harris also has done research on
the Iran-Contra affair and the Persian
Gulf war. Some of the information he
has on these two events is unbelievable. If you would like to learn more
about the JFK assasination, the UMR
bookstore has a few books on it or just
feel free to start doing your own research into the case.
Personally, I found Harris's work
to be very intriguing and believable.
Harris is currently forming a group of
students from colleges across the
United States interested in the government's cov.ertoperati,)ns. Jfyou would
like a copy of his speech or would just
like to talk politics with Bob, his phone
number is (216)692-1193.

UMR student injured while riding bike China adopts market economy
I

(jilbert !J-fa.m£ing I a senior at ~ fef[ 11Wre tlian 20 feet int9 an emban/(ment.
Roger Amann
Staff Writer

A UMR student, Gilbert E. Hamling of Deepwater, Missouri fell more
than twenty feet from his bike into a
railroad embankment this p8l;t Monday night or early Tuesday morrting.
Hamling is a senior in electrical engineering.

dent's condition indicated that he had
been there for several hours before it
was discovered .
Roger Newton, a BurlingtonNorthern Railroad employee, discovered the student's bicycle beside the
railroad. After further investigation,
he noticed the bike's owner lying
motionless down in the embankment.
Newton immediately called police
around I p.m. Tuesday afternoon.

Hamling apparently lost control of
To make matters worse, Hamling
his 'W-speed bike while riding along
the railroad bed. The embankment is . had no identification on him. Police
located on Pine Street between Fourth reacted quickly and issued a bulletin to
and Fifth Streets. Bill Blackman of the Rolla Daily News and local radio
UMR Police said the area is frequently stations.
used by students as a short-cut. Rolla
Hamling was.(\escribed as a white
Police are unsure of how long Hamlin
was immobilized at the bollom of the male, about 6 fcct tall. 200 pOunds and
embankmcnl.
Rolla Police Chief in his mid-twenties. In addition. he
Michael Snavely said that '¥. 51\1: 1 was we.aring ,a 1990 St. Pal's black

-

sweatshirt, an oversize flannel shirt, a
pair of gray sweatpants, and a gold
cross earring in his left ear. the victim's bike was identified as a Huffy
Tiempo la-speed.
Finally, around 12:20 a.m. Tuesday night the police fmally discovered
who the victim was . Hamling's roommate heard the bulletin and notified
police immediately. The roommate
said the last time he saw Hamling was
the night before around 10 p.m. After
identifying the victim, the police then
contacted Hamling's family.
Hamling is currently in serious
condition at University Hospital in
Columbia. Bill Blackman of UMR
Police said, "Hamling is just lucky to
be alive." Blackman added, "I guess
the one lesson we all can learn from
this is to always cany same fonn of
identificatiOn'.of ~

News Services
SOURCE
Rolla, Mo. - The People's Republic of China has watched ' Pacific
Rim neighbors Korea and Japan reap
the benefits of a market economy.
Now they too want to develop a market system, and they're getting assistance from two University of Missouri-Rolla professors.
With the help of Drs. Walter D.
Johnson and Gregory Gelles of the
UMR economics department, the
Xi' an Petroleum Institute, located on
the Wei River in east -central China,
began offering graduate-level economics courses this summer to 20
students. The progr8m includes a
heavy dose of Western market economics, a system foreign to most
Chinese students.
"China is trying 10 open a markel
economy and we are crying to develop
.the lools to teach markel economlcs,"

says Gelles, an assistant professor of
economics .
The master's program is a joint
venture between the UMR and University of Missouri-St. Louis campuses and the Xi'an PetrQleum institute. This was the fust year of the
three-year program.
The classes come at a time when
interest in a market economy is high in
China, says Johnson, who is chairman
of the UMR economics department.
He warns that China's economy is
moving toward a free-market system
- with or without government approval.
"There is enough free market
trading going on and this movement
has enough momentum that they (government officials) realize they can't

~

I

stop the tide," 10hnson says.
The free-market movement's
popularity is evident from the conlent
of China's daily newspapers, the pro-

see .China, page 23
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Calendar of Events

CO
Wednesday

6:00 p.m. Int=oUegiate Knights Mtg./204
McNutt

Intrunural Manager" Ntg .

1:00 p.m. Alumni Advisory Committee

6 : 30 pm BSU Wol>hip

1:30 p.m. Stuco Lawyer/Walnut

4 : 30 pm The New Tnoditional Students Mg.

12:00 p.m. WOMEN'S SOCCER VS. NEMSU

6:00 p.m. Eta Kappa Nu MtgJIOlEE

I

1 : 30 pm Otinese Student Assoc. Chinese Classes

6 : 30 pm Alpha Phi Omega Mtg. I Marl: Twain

Marl: Twain

S:oo p.m. WOMEN'S SOCCER. UMSUST.

of Amen

renltene~

6:00 p.m. Spelunkers Club Mtg.

are being
gnashing
Indians (0
use !he P

IME
7:00 p.m. A1CbEP-3 Chem
S : 00 pm SllldenlMass

7:00 p.m . Sigma Glmma Epsilon Initiation!206

5:00 p. ... Blue Key Mg./216 ME

anniversa

6:00 p.m. W ..ley Mig.

McNutt

7:00 p.m. Tau Beta Sigma Mtg./139 OlE
6: 00 pm

K~ppa

Alpha Psi Mtg./T]South
7:00 p.m. College Republicans Mtg.P-9 H-SS

7:00 p.m. St Pat's Comminee Mtg./107C Mining
6:00 p.m. Kappa Alpha Psi Mtg./Walnut

LOUIS

7:30 p.m. MEN'S SOCCER VS LINDENWOOD

7:00 p.m. ASCI EIT Review Sessionlll4 CE
6:30 p.m. Voices of Inspintion Mtg.lfI South

6; 00 pm The UMR Juggling Oub invites you to
join them at the Hockey Puck before they come

Monday

apart.

7 : 30 pm lutheran Bible Class

7:30 p.rn. Society of Mining Engineers Mtg./204
McNutt

8:00 p.m. Juggling Club Practice{Mjner Rec

Yom Kippur

6 : 00 pm Spelunkers Club Mtg./ 2M McNutt
7 : 30 pm Down To Earth MIg. 1 210 McNutt

: 30 pm Time Management Seminar ITJ

6:30 p.m. ASQC 1201 Eng. Mgt.

g:oo p.m. Cycling Cub Mtg.!lIO McNutt

8:00 p.m. Gaming Association Mtg./3II CE
4:30 p.m . Sigma Gamma Epsilon Mtg./204

6 : 00 pm Wesley Mtg.

Friday
6 : 00 pm Eta Kappa Nu Mtg.

9:00 p.m. Newman Mass
5:00 p.m. Alpha Kappa Alpha MtgJI17 ME

India Assoc. Movie Night

6:00 p.m. GDI Governors Mtg./Sunrise

7:00p.m. Society of Metallurgical Engineeni Mtg.

GOI Movie Night

6 : 00 pm Eta Kappa Nu Help Sess ion 1101 EE

nl4CE

-------------------------HOMECOMING

6 : 30 Pm BSU Bible Sllldy

1:00 p.m. Ice Cream social/campus mall north of

6:30 p.m . National Soc. of Black Engineers Mig.1

the university center-west

G-S H-SS

1 : 30 pm Muslim Students Assoc.MIg.

7:00 P.In. Council of Graduate Students Mtg./204

7:00 p.rn. Association of General Contractors
MIg./ll4 CE

7 : 00 pm O>lIege Republicans Mtg.1 G-9 H-SS
7 : 00 pm Tau Beta Sigma Mtg . /139 Che
to

do something

to

relieve some stress?

Want to learhow to .hoot a iun safely'! Come
7 : 00 pm American Soc. of Mechanical Engi-

I G-3 Cbe

join the UMR Trap and Skeet Club In T-2 (the

Friday and seewltat we're all about. You don'

7 : 00 pm Alcohol Anonymous MIg. I Walnut

t have to have your own Run. Can JetTtey W.
8:00 p.m. Phi Eu Sigma Mtg.P-S H-SS

Spencerat 341-S420 or Jim David at 364-5684

for more Information. Everyone welcome!

Intervarsity Christian Fellowship

7 : 00 pm Chi Alpha Chri5tian Fellowship Mtg. 1

8 : 00 pm Koinonia Mtg. I Missouri

Mtg./ UCE

Tuesday

7 : 00 pm Show-Me Anime Club MtS. 1212

SME Brat Sal ..

I Me NUll

Thursday

I : 30 pm Adult Cbildren of Alcoholics Mg./20 I

S : 30pm NSBE Exec. Board Mtg./ 209Norwood

Engineers I G-3 cnE

6 : OOpm Sport ParachUleClub Mlg.- everyone is

will be diocussed. PI.... bringSS dues . UCE (most
likely)

Assl Advert151ng Director --- -- ------- -- --··-·--·-·-· · ----·--·····-·--·-SCOtt Davtdson
Layout and SubKl1pUons ----·-·--·--·--·------ ··-·-·-··-·--·------··---Kelth Jentcek

Circulation ---·------·--------------·--·-········--······----Mlke Matthews (364-1433)

Assl News Editor ---------- .. ------------------- ---... --.--- . . ...... --- -.. -Jody LukalCh

Aut. Features Editor -.-----.. ---.... -.---:-. . -.- --.---------- ---------- L:YneUe Brunner

Sporta Editor · -------------·-·-------·- -···-········--···--··--- ·JIm Beard (364-1292)

FOOTBALL VS. MISSOURI SOUTHERN

SUB Movie: Wayne's World

Asat. Sports Edftor -------...... --- .. -.-- -------------.. -----... ------- ----Chris Merns

Next
Wednesday

4:00 p.m . India Association Movie/114 CE

S:OO p.m. Black '" Gold BAli

Sunday

5:00 p.m. Student Activity Fee Board MtgJWalnut

Alpha Kappa Alpha RuohI208 Norwood
5 :00 p.m . WOMEN'S SOCCER VS. Wll.llAM

6:00 pm. Pi Tau Sipa NIc.!l16 ME

Busble8S Manager --- -- ------------·····-----··--·--·--··---·-Jason Boles (364-8968)

Features Editor --·--- -- --·-·---··-··· · ··---·---·-·····----Chrtslopher Goo (341-7239)
7:00 pm ASCE EIT Review Session 1114 CE

3 :30 p.m. Test Anciety Seminarm

welcome and encounged to attend. Free: skydives

THEFI

1he IllslfOuri IIlDcr Is operated by the sbJdents of UMR and the opinions expressed 10 Itdonot necessartly reflect those of the university, faculty. or student
body.

7:00 pm American Society of Mechanical

MRN'D '" WOMEN'S SOCCER VS. ST. ]().
SEPIfS

Norwood

4 : 4S pm Tc.stmHters Mtg. I Miuouri

do recogni

News Editor .-------.... ----.--.. -----.. ------- - ---- ------Franclne Beloska (364- 7485)

Saturday

Swimmilll

12 : 30 pm Newman Scriplllt<

tiseofaltA
theEng!is:
lomed to I
warfare,ev,
in kind,

Advertising Director ---- ... ---..... .. -- . -------------- ---- -Dan DeArmond (364-9783)

McNutt

Intramu~

All articles. features. photographs. and UlustmtJons publlshed are the property
of the Minouri IIJ.ocr and may not be reproduced or pubLtshed wfthou t wr1tien
pennlsslon.

Managing Editor ----- ---.-------.------- -.. ------- -----------JefT Lacavtch (364-0502)

6 : 30 pm

9 : 00 pm N""";' Mus

'Ibe Mi.. our! Miner Is the offiCial pubbcatJon of the students of the University
ofMissoud-Rol1a. It Is dlstrlbu ted each Wednesday afternoon at RoUa. Missouri
and features activtties of the students of UMR.

Philip'sw,

was slarted
in Ihat war

MaBmec

8:00 p.m. SUB: 1964 As The Beatles/ Puck

8 : 00 pm Kappa Kappa Psi Mtg. 1125 Cbe

Missouri Miner

Submissions for publlcaUon must be In our drop box (first floor of the Norwood
Hall . Room 103) by 3:30 p.m. on the ThUJ15day before publication. The Ills.our!
llia.er reserves the right to edit allsubmlsslons for style, grammar, punctullUon, spell1og. length, and matters of good taste.
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7:00 p.m. MEN'S SOCCER VS. COLUMBlA
COLLEGE
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'Ibe Ilia.our! lIlDer encourages comments from Its readers, and wtJI attempt
to print all responsible letters and editorial material recdved. All submissions
must have a name, sbJdent 10 number. and phone number for verlflcaUon.
Names wtJl be withheld upon request.
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8:00 p.m. Kappa Kappa Psi Mtg./l25 OlE

McNutt

SUB Movie : Wayne's World

7:00 p.m . Econontics Club MtgJI04 H-SS
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WOODS

Photo Editor ------··-···-·----·--·---------------------------Kevtn Biggers (364-8968)
Copy Manager --... --.-... -----.. -------- --- -•. ----------- -- -··-·JIrn Oc.kers (3G4·1207)
Stn([Wdtcrs' Elliot Clavin. Squlgy. Roger Amann. K. C. Snyder, Heather Sphar
James Bo.mes, Mark Cmwford
Kaushlk Pal. Mutan Chen. Klngshook Ghos h. CannerlZ8 GtlUerTeZ
Crnphl c Art" t".
Ming. Mike Mntthews . J ohn Stork, Dovid TattershalL Mike
Wetland. Omar Metwalll
arlvrrtlslng Rrpl"'f':!H:ntnUYOr Jeremy BuchOJlon . Keith Jenl cek
PhologtnpbcCJ Joson Hanscn, MIke Venegc>nI

~

103A Norwood Hall
UnIversity of Ml5souri·ROlIn

Rolla. M06So101 -0249
(3t4) 341 -4235
(314) 34t -4312

Da

Comments
--

Consevatives Corner
TIris year marks the 500th
anniversary of Columbus' discovery
of America. In keeping with the current ienets of Political Correcrness, we
.are being treated to weeping and
gnashing of teeth over the innocent
Indians (or "Native Americans," to
use the PC term), the brutal Europeans, and the general disappointment
that the United States ever came into
existence.

Pardon me if I don't get
along. I do not find the destruction of
the Indian "civilizations" (inca, Maya,
Aztec) particularly disturbing .
Frankly, Indian "civilization" was
dysfunctional, built as it was on war,
torture, human sacrifice, and carmibali sm. The Aztecs ate each other; the
Mayans were destroyed by internal
wars; the North American natives tortured each other for fun.
·(Lest I be accused of racism,
I should point out that ancient Sparta,
imperial Rome, inquisition Spain, and
our own antebellum South were also
dysfunctional societies.)
It's worth remembering that
the frnt major Indian war (King
Philip's war) with the English colgrties
was started by the Indians, and it was
in that war that they initiated the practise of anacking women and children;
the English settlers, who were accustomed to a more restrained form of
warfare, evenrually learned to retaliate
in kind.
I should point out he~e that I
do recogrtize there were Indians who

THE FAR SIDE

were peaceful and innocent. But that
does not change the fact that Indian
culture as a whole was dysfunctional,
doomed to stagnation and ultimate
destruction regardless of ' what the
white settlers did. Primitive culrures
always collapse when they encounter
modern ones; this is regrettable but
unavoidable. And when the primitive
culture is brutal, violent, repressive
one, there is no need even to feel
regret. We do not mourn the collapse
of the Assyrians; why do the Aztecs
rate any better?

~;WI~;~li~~II~

What's especially interesting about the current attacks on Columbus is the part they play in the
larger framework of Political Correctness. The PC legions use their attacks
on Columbus , as they use so much
else, as a means of discrediting Western Civilization in general and the
United States in particular. It never
seems to occur to them that without the
United States they would not even
have the freedom to express theiropinions about Columbus.

,','.

We are only
trying to make i.t. i:.,e:ohid Wnr paitldoatl
it easier
those who
interested
voting

/0

The .Eljropean discovery of
America unleashed the greatest epoch
of human freedom and development in
history. I think that is something worth
admiration and remembrance. So if
you'll excuse me, I'm off to celebrate
Columbus, the man who changed the
world - for the bener.

Rob Hobart

By GARY LARSON

Danook shows off his Swiss Army Rock.

Each time the click beetle righted Itself,
Kyle would flip It over again - until something
went dreadfully wrong.
I.

.\

Fish funerals
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MSM-UMR HOMECOMING 1992
"ROCKIN' THRU THE AGES"

~

OCTOBER 5 -10, 1992

sU

MONDAY - QUEEN VOTING BEGINS 9 AM

----r

--

GAMES @ THE PUCK 12-:30 PM

Well,lm
Week 1992!
You should
Puck everyd
LOOKFORT

"NAME THAT TUNE" & POGO STICK

COMEDY NITE @ THE PUCK 8pm
Featuring DON REESE

REMEMBE
BEATLES \
8PMATTH

This SalUrda
game -"FUN

TUESDAY - GAMES @ THE PUCK 12:30PM

THE GAME
FLYTRAP ,

JELLO WRESTLING
FAMOUS ROCK STAR LOOK-ALIKE WI Lip Syn
SCAVENGER HUNT CLUES 1 & 2

WEDNESDAY - GAMES @ THE PUCK 12:30PM

~

TWISTER TOURNAMENT & HULA HOOP
SCAVENGER HUNT CLUES 3 & 4

CONCERT @ THE PUCK 8PM

up and give i
UMR SlUdenl
show will be
be avail,ble.
iusl bee
goingon does
hard aI work
nowforTheC
Series Pres~
Magic Revu<
C8SIJcman H
Revue featul'
duclion offea
Kung Fu, 0;
tional dancinl
Comedy.Mo!

Featuring 1964: AS THE BEATLES

THURSDAY - HOMECOMING T-SHIRT DAY!
GAMES @ THE PUCK 12:30PM
FOOD EATING CONTESTS & DANCE CONTEST

QUEEN VOTING ENDS

FRIDAY

-

2PM

GAMES @ THE PUCK 12:30PM
RECORD TOSS, EGG CATAPULT & JINGLE

ICE CREAM SOCIAL IPM
ALUMNI/STUDENT GOLF TOURNY 1-4PM

SATURDAY - "FUN & GA'MES BEFORE THE GAME"
FOOD, MUSIC & A VELCRO WALL!!

CORONATION OF HOMECOMING QUEEN
AT HALF -TIME

CI
I

Theu
nounced it
upcoming:
gralulatio!
Ryan(Two
(hoppy)Cr
lOVing ifIb
Kappa Si!
Walters, ~
gOOd On
Aaron(psy,
Goodl) Bn
lon'sVanc!

BOYlMye!
Chris(Nigh
Clayton(hu
Alpha's Til

SeanO'mnl
and Pi }(,

JohnSOn. I
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order for
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-Features
SUB Conscious
SUB
SOURCE
Well, this is it ! Homecoming
Week 1992!
You should be seeing games on the
Puck everyday this week at 12:30.
LOOK FOR THEM.
REMEMBER: 1964: AS THE
BEA TLES WEDNESDAY NIGHT
8 PM AT THE PUCK
This Saturday before the football
game - "FUN & GAMES BEFORE
THE GAME" - FEATURING - THE
FLY TRAP-A Velcro Wall. Just line
up and give it a shot - FREE with a
UMR Student ID. The KMNR Roadshow will be there and Barbeque will
be available. DON'T MISS THIS!
Just because Homecoming is
going on doesn't mean SUB isn't still
hard at work. Tickets are available
now for The Campus Performing Arts
Series Presentation of The Chinese
Magic Revue, October 16 at 8PM in
Castleman Hall. The Chinese Magic
Revue features a multi-faceted production of feats of daring and balance,
Kung Fu, Oriental costumes, traditional dancing and a touch of Chinese
Comedy. Most of the acts in the show

~-

have been an integral part of Chinese
culture for more than 2000 years. The
Revue has performed virtually all over
the world and was awarded the 1986
Campus Entertainment Award for
Major Performances in the Performing Arts by The National Association
for Campus Activities. Students can
pick up FREE tickets now at the Cashier' s Window in UCW. There are a
limited number of tickets available. If
you find you won't be able to use your
tickets after you pick them up - please
call the ticket office at 341-6985 before the show. There will also be a
special matinee show on October 17.
UMR Students can purchase tickets
for the matinee for $4 with a valid ID.
This weekend, in addition to all
the Homecoming activities, SUB
Films & Video Committee Presents Wayne's World - Showing in ME 104
at 7 and 9pm, Friday & Saturday night.
PARTY ON!!
COMING TO SUB Conscious next
week:
"Certifiable Lunatic" - Bill Leff &
The Walleyball Tournament
SUB Committee Meetings:
IOn Tech. Services 7pm SUB Office
10/16 Leisure & Recreation 9pm
Walnut Room

~hiS week in Greek
(The names in parenthesis indicate
later appellations after marriage).
On the local level, Eta Theta colony of Zeta Tau Alpha was pledged on
Once more and again I bring you May 7, 1972 and a year later on May 5,
greetings from the wonderful world of 1973 Eta Theta was installed into Zeta'
the Greeks. This week's article will s chain of chapters.
feature the Ladies of Zeta Tau Alpha.
The Zeta Tau Housing CorporaThe organizations had its begining in tion was chartered as a seperate nonVirginia at Longwood College and profit corporation by the state of Indiwas organized on October 15, 1898. ana in 1977 to provide guidance and
There were nine highly motivated assistance to local alumnae in securing
young ladies who hadJheir llrst mee~ and maintaining competitive housing
ings in secret at night by candlelight as for 'Zeti; s col1e"giate ch1ipters. Eta
the group tried to maintain anonymity. Theta has received contributions for
These women knew that the "some- their renovations from the corporathing special" they shared would be tion. Another Zeta Tau Alpha function
lost if some means was not taken to is the Crown Development Trust Fund
insure the continuation of their group. (CDTF), it became a non-profit corpoWith the help of two member' sbroth- ration,charted in the state of Indiana in
ers, Maud Jones' brother Plummer 1980. The funds of the CDTF may be
Jones of Kappa Alpha and Phi Beta used for scholarship grants and loans;
Kappa and Giles Mebane Smith of Phi housing loans and other educational
Theta Psi and Phi Beta Kappa is the facilities for students.
.
brother of Frances Yancey Smith, Zeta
I would like to thank the ladies of
Tau Alpha took a more defonite form. ZTA for the information they provided
The nine friends and Founders of Zeta me. If there are any other Greek orTau Alpha Jlfe Maud Jones (Honer), ganizations that have something that
Alice Bland Coleman, Ethel Coleman they would like to share, just drop me
(Van Name), Ruby Leigh (Orgain), a couple lines and send it over to the
Frances Yancey Smith, Della Lewis Miner. I promise thatI'll be a bit more
(Hundley), Helen M. Crawford, Alice tactful than Uncle Larry. Peace to the
Grey Welsh, and Mary Jones (Batte). Bro's on the yard.
Mark Crawford
Staff Writer

Greek sponsored coming advents and
annoncements
'"'

flllllllill

1111111111111111111

Kappa Delta - Is sponsoring "Kappa
Delta Soccer Smash". It' s a soccer
tournament to benefit the Children' s
Hospital in Richmond Virginia to be
held on Sunday. October 18, 1992
contact Rebecca Light at 364-0637 for
more information.
Alpha Phi Alpha - Is sponsoring the
Black and Gold Banquet and a NeophyJe tQ fgllow ~fter on October 10,
1992.
Alpha Kappa Alpha - Is sponsoring a
fun and healthy aerobic session every
Wed. in TJ Hall room G-3. Everyone is
welcomed to come join in on the fun.
Zeta Tau Alpha - Oct. 4th String Day
for late pledged' to find Big Sisters.
Oct. 5th standards from Mr. Abbot
who owns his own salon and hair car
line. Oct. 8th Scholarship Dinner. Oct
9th Bar-B- Que with Sigma Nu.
Phi Kappa Theta - Oct. 9th the p
before the Homecoming parry. Oct
10th Homecoming party with a liv
band "Justus"

Waste
James Parsons
Staff Writer
Terrence unknowingly walked
into the benefit cocktail party with a
small glob of dog excrement smeared
onto the sole of his shoe. He acquired
it on the sidewalk lining the building
where it had recently been deposited
by a seeing eye dog. Terrence always
walked with a brisk, matter of fac t gait
and he took the little terd in stride, too
focused on milling about the collected
network of his friends and acquaintances at the party to notice. Normally,
the onrushing mixture of designer fragrances, scents, and the undefinable
smell of constant freshness that such
hotels emnate made him feel assured
of his upwardly mobile direction and
the cleanness of his portion of the
world. But on this day his nose was
stopped up with a cold.
He was not in the large reception
room long before he came upon a
circle of his associates with whom he
wished to discuss his new solid waste
disposal plan. His associates welcomed with a smile, but did not seem
to be particularly happy or unhappy to
see him. After exchanging a few brief
amenities , Terrence launched into his
semi-planned, irtformal presentation
by asking everyone, "00 you know
where your trash is? You know solid
refuseisn' tsomething that can always

•
•

It's the American Way

be easily thrown away." S,·, .· .
people in the s'mall groupwerer
forminor political offices, and ,
an election year, they were in lffl~dl ·
ately put on the defensive, esp"cially
since he said the garbage was solid.
The person closest to Terrence
was a frail, almost dainty looking man
who appeared to have suddenly become quite uncomfortable. Terrence
thought that he had been offended by
his question, so he asserted his case in
that man' s direction first. Somewhere
in his development, Terrence formed
the idea that closer he stood to someone, the more effective he was in
conversation. So he leaned into the
man's personal space, invading about
one third of the standard private zone.
Fortunately for the listener, Terrence
w.as not prone to over salivation, nor
did he spit while he spoke, But, our environmental hero was barely able to
his topic before the man crinkled his
nose, raised his brows, and made an
excuse for leaving with a slight shake
of his h~ad. Terrence watched this
reaction with the absolute certainty
that his proposal was too weighty for
the man's grasp anyway, and that he
had left before being forced to show
such ignorance.
At about this point in the story,
the climate control system in the hotel
malfunctioned, causing an increased
temperature in the reception area and
failure of the ventilation system.

The si7c of the group Te rren c~
.,' cameupon had lhinnedconsideraoly. He turned his attent ion to a young
lady on hi s ri~h' whose face, when he
looked to\\ ard I. .: ,. wore (he sort of

benign smile that features the lips
compressed together horizontally,
rather than in a downward semi-circle;
her eyes bulged wide, eager to shift
contact to someone or someplace else,
but frozen to his approaching presence
out of social propriety. He stopped his
advance when he had invaded about
one half of her personal space. Cert ain
that he had found a point of mutual
interest, he began his presentation,
"Do you think, when the time comes,
that you' ll use washable or disposable
diapers?" Somewhat offended by his
assumption that she would one day
necessarily become a mother, she
replied, "Well, during football on
Sundays, I usually swill so much beer
that I just slap on a Depends undershield so I don't have to miss any of the
great action," quite pleased with herself for turning a Jay Leno joke from
several years before into such a resounding quip. And then with an
abrupt tum and loud sniff followed by
a shudder of disgust she walked away.
Terrence was fairly sure that she had
liked him to begin with, but he just had
not stood close enough to make any
positive impact.
Terrence and one other man were
the only people left standing in a fairly

~

~entences before the man pushed him
away, and stepping back, said, "Man,
I don' t care about your plan. You
stink! Leave him alone."
By now Terrence's nervous frustration had reached the point that the
slight increase in temperature in the
room was causing him to profusely.

deserted corner of the large hall. Terrence started walking towards him
when he noticed the man was wearing
an ill fitting toupe that was so ajar atop
his head that it was quite obvious he
had on an artificial tuft of hair . Quickly
Terrence debated with himself about
whetherornot to tell the man he should
fIX the piece, He knew he would want
to know if he were ever in a similar
situation, but he was afraid of embarrassing the person he did not even
know . Terrence figured the guy would
probably be angry as well as humiliated at the mention of such an embarrassment, which would immediately
harden him against Terrence 's proposal. He chose to overlook the problem and vigorously walked upto the
man and promptly invaded about two
thirds of his personal zone. Terrence
had gulped down two cocktails already, and was so close to his conversational partner that he had to talk
towards the man's ear to avoid hilling
noses. Terrence was so pleased with
how he thought they must look, discussing an important secret like a pair
of Mafia dons, that he ignored the
man's effort to move backwards, and
just pressed further. The man had not
enjoyed himself at the party very much
so far because few people had bothered to talk to him for very long. And
now he found Terrence' s approach,
and smell, utterly offensive. Terrence
had only squeezed out a few brief

~
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He heard the soft rings of laughter
coming from the crowd on his left
where the man had gone. Terrence
thought these laughs were intended for
him, and swelling with shame, he put
his head down and walked through
another part of the crowd where a path
almost magically opened itself upto
him .
Later, out on the sidewalk, his
foot slipped on the smooth surface and
he discovered what he had been carrying. "Why hadn't anyone' told him?"
he wondered. In all confusion and
anger he forgot all about his good plan.
From that point he walked with his
head down most of the time.
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ACROSS
1 Movie mogul
Marcus - 5 Heroic tale
9 Son9 syllable
12 The state of bei ng
undamaged
15 Pal
16 Its capital is
Dacca
17 Nobel chemist
18 The art of putting
on plays
19 Pearson and Maddo x
21 Vegas
22 Dri nk to excess
23 Horatio -

37
38
39
40
41
43
47
4B
50
51
52
53
54

26 "Sistine Madonna!!
painter

27 Screenwri ter Ani ta
28 Chain style
31 Decline
32 Devi ces for refining flour
33 Teachers organization
34 Shore protectors
(2 wds.)
36 Mach i ne part

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Type of rrusic
Doesn't eat
The Sunflower State
Part of APB, to
pol ice
All-too cOfTlOOn
excuse (2 wds .)
Short opera so 1a
Grotto
Part of the hand
Made do
Prevents
A1te
U. S. caricaturist
Fa rm s torage place

-

10 Regretful one
l! Irving and
Vanderbi 1t
13 Acquit
14 "The Lo~d is My
15
20
22
23
24
25
26

To R.... P.1Dd Tam!

1.. oI thef.wfcmaJ
...... V"Yirnp....

Veal Extends across
Turkic tribesmen
Mr. Guinness
Spanish for wolf
Retrace (3 wds,)
Di sproof

28 Ends t as a

29
30
DOWN
32
Conservatives'
35
foes, for short
36
Go - - 1ength
38
(ramble )
40
Famous volcano
41
Moves jerk i 1Y
42
43
Hollywood populace
Golfer North or Bean 44
"Golly"
45
as an eel
46
Size of some
49
want-ads (2 wds . )

broadcast (2 wds . )
Like Fe 1 i x Unger
Corn quantity
Hurt or cheated
G1 ided
Lead mi nera 1s
Coquette
Take (pause)
Finished a cake
Football tri ck
"Rock of - - "
Ank 1ebones
Work with soil
Too
New Dea1- or gun
organization

see Crossword, page 23
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Julie (l'Jewel"),

Hey Grad SenlorsI

Just three more days until you get the crown.

Less than 74 daysl Better not bribe me with the

STUDENTS or ORGANIZATIONS

UMR couldn't ask for a bener Homecoming

Chicago pix!

Promote our FloridaSpring Break packages, Earn

Queen.

Miscellaneous

Sam & Cathy,

Perryville,

Let's retire from the AP Oub loc.

When am I getting set up????

3rd Roomale
Roomie

Mike c..

MONEY and FREE trips. Organize SMALL or
Beth,

LARGE groups.

Can Campu, MarkeUna 1·800-423-5264

Nadra,

We love our wonderful new pledges!

Phi Kaps

You are the best Little Brother at Phi Kapps

Are you doing your job?

YLS

Cute Picturesl

AOT,Bind

''NIght Verses"

Joe Bauer,

Poems come from a distant locality
Lying somewhere between dream and reality
Darlcness fills the night sky

Making true sight seem to die

KD,
Congratulatiom on your 20th anniversary! Just

Good Luck to all the KD Homecoming Queen

YOU ARE HOTI

think, nexl year you'll be able to party whitouth a

Candidates!

Susan,

Beth, Julie, Rebecca, Lynn, Janet. Laura

fake LD.

Then words whisper in my ear

Lustful, EE

AA

Ever so silently approaching near

I'm glad that you art my little Sister.
You are an awesome KD,

Dalb ..

AUI got to say is get ready for Senior Wills!

To tell little more than a verse

I am going to miss all my systersl

And my imagination to slowly nurse

YBS

Bind

Love those HOT KD Babesll

I grope for pad and pen

Lovern KD,

Love, YBS

To pull this forming poem from my soul's

Hey DlIlI

den.

Denl5e Carol Ralcllrr,

We need a new pledge before I gmdualel

Raklyah Mason,

Have you done anything that I should know it?

Good lucl, in the race for Homecoming Queen.

TllDe Rider

YBS

D'Anne,
Did you enjoy your bachelorette party?

You are the best choice .We support you.
The women of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority,

IFCHAYRlDE

Saturday, October 24, 6:00·12:00 pm

Just wondering.
Slephanle,
You' re the greates grandaughter

INC.

Personals
o.ve

B.

DenJ.s.e Carol Ratcliff,

AOTGreat Grandmother

See your IFC or Panhel. representative for details

Mary Hellen,

Does speed make you hot?

Come by & visit sometime soon.

Guess who?

Hey EX'S,

Love in AOT,

lhank 5 for the great Derby Days! I'm glad we got

KD,

the chance to raise over $240 for LO.V.E.

Get ready for 20th Aniversary!

When you are done with usinl my butt-plug, I like

YLS
Chris K.,

!CD

How

to have itback.

wu the sunrise?
GI&&"',

We didn't interrupt this year.

Karl ..
1It1 Lelah,

no Normlta, Joan .... Carlos, Gall y Poly:
II Muchas gracias porpres~os a mi primal!
Un beso y un abruo.

Are you happy now?

You are the best Taco Bell Buddyl

Love in Am,
Beth'

Get ready for senior wills! Look for clue _I Next

Mindy,

Timel

" that CPP or

InAOT
YBS

Julia

om
AOT,

DaI ....

PbIKopp',

Bind

How about those wills!? Less than 74 daysl

Ncwmlta,

You guys are the bestll

AOT·340

IQue lindo que estuviste aqui para mis 231 No crei

que estuvieru con DOSotrol tan pronto. Deseo que
lUI vacacioDel hayan sido unas de las mejores.

Tablalho,

OmepSigma

Nadro,
Hey fagl .

You are Awesome!

InAOT.

Julita

Bind

Dalbe R••

Gues, whol

Look out II YBS is going to REALLY get you.
A concerned Senior

WAHOO II KDI
My family is the BESTI
Susan, Julie, Denise, Stephanie, Heather,

To R..,.. P. and Taml S.
Two of the few females in Rolla that dress like

women.· Vuy impressive and very sexy I

HeyGln_,

Janet, Tabiatha, Karen.

Welcome to the family. You are the bestl!!!
Love inKD,

p.

How many EX's does it take to screw in a !igh!
bulb? Nine?

Grandma

inAOT

KDs,

Twin , YBS, Grandma,

Get psyched for Soccer Smash 199211

Great Grandma, Great Great

Grandma, niece, great niece.
Hey Tina & Susan,
Raklyah,

Good. luck on your quest to become Homecoming

20th anniversary is this weekend.

a locked trunk?

Queenl

ABB.

KD"

How many Floridians does it take to open

Ertc (EX),

Jull ..

My temper has cooled enough to bring over

KDMemories

your sixteen inch hammer. Just be sure to duck

CooiBea.ns

You guys are awesome!

Thank you for all your help with 20th Anniv.

when you open the door.
You know who .

Raklyoh,

KD

Brandl,

We arebebind you 100% .okeepupthegoodjob.

ABB.

San,

Where is Clidcy?

Stcph

Eric EX),

Where the buffalo roam.
Welcome to the familyl

Karen,
You are the best Little Sister.
Love you!

You should stop by to say "hello" more often.

Rhi!

Susan,

"'l!

Ohl give me a home .....

Tell Qui. L to duck .100_1

love.

YBS

YBS

Shelly,
You an the best Iil' Sis'.

AOT

G<t psyehed for Derby Day, '931

Dr. Derby

YBS

Grandpa,

Laun,

You snob! Good luck in the dance contest.
I hope you share the prize money with me.

IT

--

Bungee

1 kept a secret!1

St<:ph

!.

-
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Lady Miners run record to 6-0
Teresa M.-Dickenson
Ass. SoftbaD Coach

LADY MINERS GO 6-0 IN FALL
BALL
The UMR Lady Miner's
softball team concludedi!, s fall schedule over Parents Day weekend with
three five-inning games against East
Central College. The team once again
fared will as they won all three games
to go 6-0 for the fall season.
In the fIr.;t game, UMR won
3-0 behind a strong performance by
pitcher Mary Rohrbacher. The offense
got on track in the fIrst inning when
Christy Cheeley hit a triple and then
scored on Freshman Nicki Wray' shit.
Also scoring on Wray's hit was
Rohrbacher who had reached base by a
walk. UMR's last run came in the third
inning when Cheeley walked to lead
off the inning . Mler being sacrifIced

to second by Rohrbacher, Cheeley
scored on Kristan King's RBI single.
Rohrbacher picked up the
victory for the Lady Miner's going the
distance allowing one hit and no
walks. At the plate, Cheeley wentl for
2 with 2 runs scored and Wray I for 2

lIlly Sle

Thank you to all of the
people who came to cheer on the UMR
water polo teams! The support was
much appreciated.
For those who couldn't
make any of the games, you missed out
on a great tournament. . Univer.;ity of
Illinois-Champaign, SIU A, SIU B,
and Indiana University came to play at
the UMR Invitational Water Polo
Tournament. UMR A team went 4-0
fot the championship tourn'ament.
UMR B, 1-3 record, played well and
had a competitive game againstSIUB.
UMR A's games included a
27 to 2 blowout against SIU B, and an
incredible 10-9 game against Illinois
that was won with one second to go by
a great outside shot placed by Chris
Barnett. Key goals were also scored
during the six-on-fIve offense by
Doug Cordier three times in a row!
(You'd think the other team would
have caught on by then).
UMR's team roster is looking good this year. The following

;::..... -.

Cranmer. Backues then scored on a by Cranmer and Risher on a single by
single by Dyan Risher after reaching Keen. The fmal run of the game for the
base on walk. In the thifd inning the 'Lady Miner's came in !he fourth inoffense erupted for six runs. Jenny ning when Wray doubled and then
Crede and W ray reached base on er- scored on an error. East Central's lone '
rors to start the inning off and then run came in the fourth inning.
scored on a double by Freshman Amy
Jenny Crede pitched a
strong game for the Lady Miner's
going the distance allowing just two

II

hits and striking out fIve. ot¥ensiveiy,
Risher and Backues went · I for 2,
Cranmer I for I with 2 RBI's, and
Keen 2 for 3 with 2 RBI's 'as weD.
The Line Scores:
First Game
East Central 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 I 0
UMR
2 0 lOx -3 5 0

with 2 RBI's. Stacey Cranmer, April
Buesch, and King all went I for I in the
game.
The second game was fairly
close as well as the Lady Miner's
pulled out a 2-0 victory. UMR' got in

Water polo update
Keith Thompson
Water Polo Club

the scoring column in the sixth inning
when Cheeley led the inning off'with a
triple and then scored on a double by
Troci Keen. Keen later scored in the
inning on a double by Shelly B acku\,s.
Keen picked up the victory for UMR
going the distance with a two hit shut-

players participa.ted in the tournament.
Chris Barnett (4 goals), Paul
Baudendistle (22 goals!!), David
Cadoff (1 goal), Doug Cordier (8),
Mark CressweD (6), John Fulkenrath
(I), Rob Hagan (5, with three breakaway goals!), Marlin Jiranek,
Brian(Mr. Excitement) Klein(5), Alex
Kombokis (Goalie), Jay Meyers (1),
Ed Midden (2), Mark Munoz (1),
Derek Olander (5), Jason Schnepp,
Kurt Steinman (10), Keith Thompson
(I).
Along with Alex as the fIrs<
string goalie, Doug Cordier, Derek
Olander, Jay Meyers and Keith Thompson played goalie during the tournament.
All in all it was an exciting
set of games and many plays were
proven to work. The UMR Water Polo
Team wiD go into action again at the
NorthWestern Tournament in ChicagoOct. 9-11, and at the SIUTournament Oct. 16-18. Come watch if you
can!

out.
The third game brought a
little more offensive power by the
Lady Min,ers as they won easily 9-1.
.Kristan King reached b¥e on a double
and then' scored on a single by

Buttimer. Buttimer then advanced to
third on a single by Backues and
scored on a squeeze play by Cranmer.
Backues then scored on a fielder's
choice by Senior Dyan Risher. The
last two runs of the inning were scored

Second Game
UMR
0 0 0 0 0 2 -2 6 0
East Central 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 2 2
Third Game
East Centr,al - 0 0 0 1 0 - I 2 4
UMR
- 0 2"6 I x - 9 8 I

Football Miners
The Miners travelled to St. Joseph, MO to take on the Missouri
Western Griffons in an important
MIAA conference game. The Miners ,
however feD once again in a tight
battle featuring a strong Minerrushing
attack led by Junior Fred Finley.
Mo Western took the early lead
when Robert Augustus rushed for 12
yards and a touchdown. On UMR's
frrst possesion they drove the length of
the fIeld and scored when Curt Coutney completed a IS yard pass to Chris
Kennedy. The two point conversion
faiked . In the second quarter Mark
Ramstack. formerly at MiZzou, completed a 14 yard pass toTerren Adams
to Make the score 14-6. On ~UMR's
next possesion Courtney was intercepted by Marcus Porter and returned
64 yards for a touchdown. Two
possesinos later the Miners closed the
gap to 21-14 when Courtney hooked
up with Steve Howard for a TD and
Risk Henry caught a 10 yard pass for
the two point conversion. The game
featured a scorless third quarter. In the
fourth Western .struck again for their
fmal score when Dameon Kazee ran 14
yards 'for the touchdown. The Miners
came back though. On the next
possesion the Miners drove from their
33 and culminated the drive when Fred
Finley ran 4 yards for the TD. The
Miners fell just short in the 28-21
defeat.
Finley earned ieam offensive

player of the game for his 142 yard
rushing effort. Courtney was 15 for 39
3 interceptions and 162 yards. Rick
Henry chiped in 42 yards rushing and
Steve Howard had the big day recieving catching 5 passes for 79 yards and
one touchdown.
This weekend is Homecoming
where the Miner.; will try to get back
on track against the Mo Southern
Lions who snapped a 3 game losing
streak by beating Washburn 44-14
UMR

6

8

0

7 - 21

Western -

7

14

0

7 - 28

MW·Augustus 12 run (Volger kick)
UMR· Kennedy 15 pass from Court·
ney (run failed)
MW·Adams . 14 pass
Ramstack(V olger kick)

from

MW· Porter 64 yard int return
(Volger kick)
UMR· Howard 1 0 pass from Court·
ney (Henry pass from Courtney)
MW· Kazee 14 rim (Volger kick)
UMR· Finley 4 run ( Risner kick)

;:z
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Squiggy nam es ne w No. 1
Squiggy
Sports writer

TIlls weekend proved to be a
tough time fornearly all of the teams in
the top 10, showing just how competitive this season is shaping up to be.
Every team except one of the top 10
looked bad. So by due process of
elimination, the only team that looked
convincing this week has jumped to
the number one spot and one of the
"upsetters " has bullied its w ay into
Squiggy's TopTen. So, with no further
adieu, here is this week's poll.
#1 Michigan - Why, might
you ask, do I dare pick a team with a tie
for #1. Because the undefeate d teams
are not convincing and because Michigan tied Notre Dame at South Bend in
their very fIrst game. One bad play is
keeping them from being a convincin g
#1. Only one team other than the Wolverines have two starting quarter-

!L>

backs, and that' s Washingto n. The
key to Michigan's season thus far has
been the emergenc e of tailback Tyrone
Wheatley and the surprise of freshman
sensation Mercury Hayes. I am so
convinced of Michigan 's squad this
year, that I have shelved my Notre
Dame hat, and donned the blue and
gold of the Wolverin e cap.
#2 Miami - Probably the
luckiest team in college football . The
only thing between them and two

player, but their of!ense choked
against a suspect USC defense. Their
defense almost lost the win to a 3rd
string Quarterba ck . The only thing
that salvaged this win for the Hu skies
was fIve USC rurnovers, three of them
coming in Washingt on territory. All
this happened at home. They survived
by a weak 17-10 score. Look for
Stanford to down the Huskies in a big
game in the nex t few weeks.

losses is the right upright on the fIeld
goal posL They are talented, but injured All-Amer ican Ru sty Medaris is
gone (maybe forever) and they have no
running game. Gino Torreta and
Lamar Thomas keep this team running. They did continue their jinx on
Florida State beating them 16- 13. For
amoment ,let's im agine Florida State's
college footb all dominanc e over the
last two years if Bobby Bowden had
thought about recruiting a kicker.

#4 Alabama - This team is
vicious on defense as they possess the
# I defense in the nation. An offense
that started slow has picked it up in a
m;jor way. TIlls team lacks only a
tough schedule to keep them from
greatness. Gene Stallings has this team
prepared for everything .

again prevails. Maybe Terrell Buckley was right that Bobby Bowden can't
call the plays in the big one.
#6 Texas A&M - Too many
close games and a weak offense are
going to cost this team a win. They had
to come back against Missouri ; and
needed a last second fIeld goal to beat
Texas Tech. They have an easy schedule,but their Bowl game will tell their
fate as well as the defense.

#5 Florida State - Bobby
Bowden needs to recruit a top notch
kicker. They have lost two games to
Miam i on missed fIeld goals that most
teams make. They should have two
national titles, but the Miami jinx

#3 W ashington - They are
the best team in the nation, player by

won over LSU 20-0 this weekend.

#9 Stanford - Bill Walsh
pulled out all the stops at half time
against Notre Dame, he was Down 166 and wins 33-16. Steve Stensford
from and Glyn Milburn led the offense
while Stanford's #2 ranked defense
came alive in the second half causing
3 rurnovers . Bill Walsh wept after the
win. What's the deal? You'd think
after all those Super Bowl wins, he'd
realize, Bill, there's no crying in football.

#7 Penn State - Joe Paterno
has to face Miami in Happy Valley
with a minor quarterbac k problem. If
John Sacca can pick up the slack they
may surprise Miami in a huge game.
Paterno needs an incredible coaching
job to win.

#10 Colorado - TIlls team
remains # 10 after a weeko(f and Missouri up next watch Thursday night as
the Tigers and the Buffaloes tangle in
Columbia .

#8 Tenn essee - TIlls is a
team I know nothing about except that
Heath Schuler is a great young Quar,terback. Their defense is tough as anY'
out there. This team is young and
talented, but very vulnerable. They

Well, there you have this week's
poll . Alot of changes happened this
week, and don't be surprised if more
happen next week. This is the most
competiti ve fI eld on a long time and
therefore it's hard to really predict
anything .

UM- Roll a ' r~ceives gift from
.McDonne.l1 Douglas Foundation
News Services
SOURCE

nority students, and $25,000 to support the electrical, mechanica l and
mig deparunen
ps to ts.
engineerin
for scholarshi
aerospace
$5,000
gram,
"I'm extremely pl eased that
McDonne ll Douglas continues to invest in higher education even during

ROLLA , Mo. - The University of
Missouri-Rolla has received $36,000
from the McDonne ll Douglas Foundation of SI. Louis. The funds are to be
used for minority programs and scholarships and to ~upport electrical, mechanical and ae rospace engineerin g
programs at UMR.
The gift allocated $6 ,000 for
UMR' s M inority Eng ineering Pro-

~llllllllllllllllllllill;111111

. Park , UMR chancellor. "This
John
timesTof economic uncertainty," said
contributi on indicates the strength of
our ongoing partnershi p with McDonnell Douglas through good times and

• .• •

1 1;~i~.~~!:!~ ~ ~~~j~:~· ~ 1!;~I!~j~~ 1~l~!~~~1~!r-~1~11~;I~i~;lmit~~i(~ ~

bad. "
According to Wray D. Calahan of
McDonne ll Aircraft Co., the gift to
UMR is the foundation 's largest this
year to any education al instirution.
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Chinese dance troupe to perfor
at the Theatre of Castleman Hall
News Ser vices
SOU RCE

Rolla, Mo. - The dance
trou pe Chinese M agic Revue will perform daring stunts , Kung Fu and traditional Oriental danc ing next month at
the University of M issouri-Ro lla.
The group will perform at I
p. m. Sarurday, Oct. 17, in Leach
Theatre of Castlem an Hall . Admission
is $4 for youths 18 years and younger
and S8 for adults. Admission for UMR
srudents with a valid srudent identifIcation is S4 .
Ti ck~ ts. m ~y be PPJ,chased
fr?m 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. starting Mon-

day, Oct. 5, at the UMR ticket window
in the University Center-W est. For
more info rmation call 341-42 19.
The Chinese M agic Revue
will display Chinese comedy as well as
the dances performed in traditional
Chinese cosrumes . M ost of the acts in
the show have been an integral part of
Chinese cul ture for more than 2,000
years.
The troupe has performed
throughou t the world and was awarded
the 1986 Campus Entertainm ent
Award for Major Perform ances in the
Performin g Arts by the National Association for Campus Activities . The
dancers have also appeared on national public television specials.

Octobe r 16,199 2: Gale-Bullman multi-u seless buildin g. 4:00 p.m.
probably pretty hungry,
Admission is ftee, but if you .want t~ bring a canned goodtor Shawn, he's
v
.

Be there .. ,~ Or, 'd on 'tb e there
'promoted by A.T.

r.

~I
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Dyan Pulsipher - Student Council
Student Council is proud to
present Dyan Pulsipher as our 1992
Homecoming Queen candidate. Dyan,
the daughter of Dee and Neolia Pulsipher of Kirkwood, MO , is a semor in
Mechanical Engineering. Dyan has
been a representative to Student Council for two years and served as chairman of StuCo 's Introductory Council.
In addition, Dyan has served as rush
chairman for Sigma N u Little Sisters,
as Activities chairman for Zeta Tau
Alpha, and as a member of SUB's
Homecoming Committee. Her other
activities include SWE, Toastmaster
and ASME. Good luck, Dyan!

-

Rakiyah Mason - Association of
Black Students

Lisa Gail Willhaus - Pi Kappa
Alpha

Miss Rakiyah Mason is the
daughter of Barrie Mason, of SI.
Louis, MO. While pursuing a B.S. in
Mechanical Engineering (May 1993),
Rakiyah has receive several rewards
of academic achievement such as acceptance into the Graduate Degree
Program for Minorities in Engineering
(GEM). And as a recipient of scholarshlps from Tau Beta Pi, Phi Etu Sigma,
Minority Engineering Program, Martin-Marietta, and Exxonjust to name a
few. Rakiyah participates in various
activities such as the UMR Excel Program as a workshop facilitator, a
Teaching Assistant for Mechanics of
Materials classes, and Mathematics
Tutor. Initiation Committee Chair for
Tau Beta Pi, Field Assistant for the
Red Cross, UMR Varsity Track Team,
Co-captain Gold Miners Dance Squad
(1990-91), and Regional Programs
Chair for the National Society ofBlack
Engineers (1991). Rakiyah has enjoyed her experiences here at the Umversity of Missouri ·Rolla, and is
pleased to represent the Association of
Black
Students.

The men of Pi Kappa Alpha
are proud to present our 1992 Homecoming Queen candidate, Miss Lisa
Gail Willhaus. Lisa, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. William WiUhaus of
Kansas City, is a senior majoring in
Chemical Engineering. She is currently holding the position of president in her sorority Chi Omega, and
has held the positions of secretary in
Tau Beta Pi, treasurer of Intercollegiate Knight, and secretary of Chl
Omega. Lisa is also an active member
in Blue Key, Omega ern Epsilon, MClub, Phi Eta Sigma, the American
Institute of Chemical Engineers, and
was on the varsity track team for two
years. We believe Lisa is an excellent
choice for Homecoming Queen candidate and we wish her the best of luck.

M elissa Kuenzel - Sigma Nu

la graduated with a
gree in Mechanical
ld worked for Oscar

attending sporting
iiting, and golf. She is
Irfor Hoby Leadership.
\ great outgoing and
.alily. We wish her the

The men of Sigma Nu Fraternity proudly present our 1992
Homecoming Queen Candidate,
Melissa Kuenzel. Lissy is a very accomplished woman both on, and off
campus. She presently holds a very
respectable 3.83 GPA along with the
office of Vice-President of the Little
Sisters of The Whi te Star, and Scholarship Chairman for her sorority Zeta
Tau Alpha. Miss Kuenzel among
many other things, is a member of
AlCHE, Omega Chi Epsilon , Phi Eta
Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, and the Intercollegiate Knights. Lissy has served as Intramural Assistant chairman, serv ice
chairman, ass istant director of pledge
program , and rush party chairman.
She has also been the treasurer for IK
This present semes ter she is putting
her great personality knowledge and
charm to work for UMR as a Student
Ambassador. To Melissa Kuenzel,
Sigma Nu wishes you great success
and the best of luck .

Beth Rikand - Phi Kappa Theta

Jenifer Leigh Curry - Pi Tau
Sigma
Jenifer is a semor in Mechanical Engineering representing Pi
Tau Sigma. She is a former president
of Chi Omega sorority. She is also a
former UMR cheerleader, Techs Peer
Educator, and served on the UMR
PanheUenic Council. She is currently
active in intramural sports and Pi Tau
Sigma.

The 1992 Phl Kappa Theta
Homecoming Queen Candidate is
Beth Rikand. She is a Semor from St.
Louis majoring is Mechanical Engineering. She is a member of Kappa
Delta Sorority, and has held the offices
of Vice President-Pledge Education,
Scholarship Chairman, and Pledge
Class Secretaryrrreasurer. She is a
member of Omega Sigma and held the
office of secretary. Other campus activities includ'e: American Society of
Mechanical Engineers, Gamma Alpha
Delta, Gold Miners, Society of
Women Engineers, and Transfer Stu.' dent 0rganiz-arion,' -.
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Jen Crede - M-Club

Lisa Molner - Zeta Tau Alpha

We the members of the MClub are proud to nominate Miss Jen
Crede as our 1992-93 Homecoming
Queen candidate. Jen is an active
member of the Lady Miners Softball
Team since 1989. In the past two
seasons she has been named to the A11Conference team as a pitcher and to the
Academic All-Conference team. She
has also served as a team co-captain
for the 1992-93 seasons. Jen is also
member of Phi Eta Sigma Honor Fraternity and is the Vice-President of
Alpha Sigma.Mu. We were fortunate
enough to have her as the President of
M-Clubfo rtheSprin gof'92. We wish
Jen all of the best, of which she is very
deserving.

Lisa Molner is the Homecoming Queen Candidate for Zeta Tau
Alpha. Lisa is a senior from Kirkwood, MO, her parents are Diane and
Art Molner. Lisa has been involved
with the following campus organizations: Zeta Tau Alpha, as President,
Corr. Sec. three years. Panhellenic
Council, Public Relations Chairman,
one and half year. UMR Student
Ambassador, one semester. UMR
Women's Varsity Soccer, lettered,
two years. Down to Earth, environmental group, one year. Lambda
Sigma Pi, service organization, two
years.

Sandy Berendze n - Triangle
The men 'of Triangle are
proud to announce Miss Sandy Berendzen as their 1992 Homecoming.
queen candidate. The daughter of
Harold and Sally Berendzen of Eldon,
Missouri . Sandy is a senior in computer science, maintaining a G.P.A. of
3.86. Sandy's campus activities include Transfer Student Association.
Phi Kappa Phi honor society. and she
is currently holding the office oftreasurer in Upsilon Pi Epsilon Computer
Science Honor Society. We congratulate Sandy in her academic achieve"
ment and wish her well in her final year
atUMR.

'1

Angelika Leigh Adams - Sigma Pi

Rebecca Light - Sigma Pbi Epsilon
Rebecca Light from Rolla,
Missouri is the daughter of Charles
and Farron Light. She is a sophomore
at the Kappa Delta sorority. where she
is the philanthropy chairman and sophomore representative on the standards board. She has been involved in
Pan Hellenic for a year. Other campus
involved in
organizations she has~~en
,
include: IEEE. Society of Women
Engin~ers, and ~ Eta Sigma. Sigma
. Phi Epsilon iSiproud to armounce that
·· ... t · ' . . ...

•, s~e,ti ~out H;mecomingQueenc ~dl ~

4 .-,t

~,,~

,-"." ... . .. ;:- •. , .

Sigma Pi is proud to present
Angelika leigh Adams, daughter of
Lee and EvaMaria Adams, as our 1992
Homecoming Queen candidate. She
is a senior in Civil Engineering. While
maintaining a 3.2 GPA, Angelika has
managed to become an active member
of Zeta Tau Alpha where she has
served as Scholarship chairman, Social chairman, Service chairman, and
Scrapbook chairman. Angelika is also
amember ofChi Epsilon Honor fraternity, where she is currently the pledge
trainer. She is a member of ASCEand
DOE, where she has served as Vicepresident and Secretary. All of us,
her~ , at Sigma Pi, wishour lovely ,.,: .
Quc;~n, Angelika Adams, the best of:J . '. \ ' '1. ,', , ,

Michelle Occhipin ti - Alpha
Epsilon Pi
We, the brothers 'o f Alpha
Epsilon Pi. are very excited to present
Miss Michelle Occhipinti as our candidate for 1992 Homecoming Queen.
Miss Occhipinti is the daughter of
John and Grace Occhipinti ofHuntington Beach. California . Michelle is an
active member of the Chi Omega Sorority and served on the social committed last year. She also participated
in intramural swimming, soccer, and
volleyball. Miss Occhipinti was President and Vice-President of the Daughters of the Lion. as well as an active
Little Sister for us. Michelle is an outstandil\g individual, and we are proud . . . .
. . to ha~~' ~er as our ~1!'I.didate for 199~:,::;.·" : '• • l

Lisa Madison .1V ~rsoQ
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Thomas II Home.
coming Queen naai IMadj.
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Farida Mehta - Quadrangle

Janice Stikkers - InterVarsity
Christian FeUowship

Laura Donley - Beta Sigma Psi
The men and women of the
Quadrangle Hall Association are
proud to announce their 1992 Homecoming Queen candidate, Farida
Mehta. Currently she serves as the
Treasurer of QHA and a voting member on the Inter-Residence Council.
She has also held and still holds numerous other positions within QHA
including It. governor, governor, intellectual/emotional committee member, and intramural volleyball player.
In addition to her extra curricular activities, Faridais able to maintain a 3.7
cumulative g.p.a.as a senior Civil
Engineering student. She is a member
" of ASCE, Chi Epsilon, and Phi Kappa
Phi, and is an invitee at Tau Beta Pi.
Farida permanently resides in St.
Louis with her family. Farida is a
warm, out-going young lady, and we
wish her the best of luck.

InterVarsity Christian Fellowship is proud to present Miss Janice Stikkers as their Homecoming
Queen candidate. Janice is the daughterofBruce and Joanne Stikkers ofSt.
Joseph, IL. She is also involved in
marching band, jazz band, Tau Beta
Sigma, and Phi Eta Sigma. IVCF
wishes her the best luck!

Tau
resentUl.

The men of Beta Sigma Psi
present Ms. Laura Donley as their
Homecoming Queen Candidate.
Laura is a Senior majoring in Chemical Engineering with emphasis on B ioChemical Engineering. She transferred to Rolla in the Fall of 1991 from
Belleville Area College, and was on
co-op with Olin BrassfWinchester
during the Winter and Summer semesters of 1992. Since transferring to
UMR, Laura has been active in the
American InstitUte of Chemical Engineers (AIChE), Society of Womert"
Engineers (SWE), and Omega Si"gma
where she is the social chairperson this
faU. Laura has just pledged the Kappa
Delta Sorority. She also enjoys playing intramurals, such as flag football,
softball, and golf.

Jane Alfermann - Kappa Delta
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Kappa Delta is proud to
present Janet Alfermann, daughter of
Ken and Rosella, as our Homecoming
Queen Candidate. Janet is an active
member of Kappa Delta and is currently serving as Vice-President
Membership. Janet has proven herself to be a great success as Fund
Raising Chairperson for Kappa Delta.
She has also served on various committees . Janet is an active member of
the American Institute of Chemical
Engineers (AICHE). Janet attended
AICHE's regional conference in the
spring of 1992, and has been a member
since the Fall of 1989. She serves as a
UMR Ambassador. Janet belongs to
several honor organizations. Janet
served as treasurer for Angel Flight
and Lieutenant Governor for her residence hall floor. She has received
many awards, which include: Dow
Chemical Outstanding Junior Award,
Chemical Engineering Outstanding
Merit Award, Phelp's County
PanheUenic Scholarship Janet possesses all the qualities of a leader and
. 'is an exce1i~nt example of a model stuoj ~

.~ ( . ' . ) '

~

l'

..

~

Lynne Sanick - Pi Kappa Ph i
Christina W illa rd - Lambda Chi
Alpha

In three years at Rolla Lynne
has been an integral part of this campus. She has become involved in
Kappa Delta Sorority, Delta Lambda,
GAD, APO, Toastmasters, Tau Beta
Pi, and the American Society for
Engineering Management. Presently
she holds the office of vice-president
of ASEM. In Kappa Delta she began
as President of her pledge class, and
has held several offices including her
current position as President. The men
of Pi Kappa Phi are proud to present
Lynne Sanick as our Homecoming
.'t

• ,(

" O Il'Pp_n h ~ nrf;rl d t_ , ••

The men of Lambda Chi
Alpha are proud to announce their
Homecoming 1992 Queen candidate,
Miss Christina Willard. Christina, the
daughter of Gary and Evelyn Willard,
is a sophomore majoring in Electrical
Engineering. She is a member of Air
Force ROTC, Arnold Air society and a
former softbaU player at UMR. We at
Lambda Chi are honored to have
Christina represent us as our Queen
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Sheila Connors - Theta Xi Fraternity
Sheila Connors is a fabulous
person. Sheila Connors is the daughter
of William and Ellen Connors of SI.
Charles, Missouri. She has maintained a GPA of3.5 through 4 years of
college at UMR. In addition to her
excellent academic record, Sheila has
maintained a high proftle in Greek
organizations. Specifically, for the
last three years she has been a member
of Chi Omega Sorority where she has
held several offices: Treasurer, Chapter Correspondent, Spirit Chairman,
and Honor Pledge. Furthermore, het
activities included Panhellenic where
her offices included Vice-President,
Greek Events, and Fraternal Relations
Chairman; and Spelunkers Club and
Lambda Sigma Pi Service Fraternity.
Sheila has been a friend of Theta Xi
fraternity, and has exhibited her extrovert personality, and has been a load
of fun. The men of Theta Xi wish
Sheila the very best and hope she will
be selected the Queen of Homecoming.

Melissa Inee - Kappa Mu Epsilon
Jody Luksich - Missouri Miner
Kappa Mu Epsilon, UMR's
Mathematics Honor Fraternity, is
proud to support Melissa Ince as our
1992 Homecoming Queen candidate.
Melissa is the daughter of Charles and
Linna Ince of SI. Louis, Missouri. She
is a senior in Geological Engineering
with a cumulative GPA of3.179, and
has served KME as both secretary and
president. In addition, she has been
active in many other campus organizations including Student Council, Association of Engineering Geologist,
Society of Women Engineers, American Society of Civil Engineers, Sigma
Gamma Epsilon (pledge), and Friends
of the Heart (past President). We believe that Melissa's exceptional leadership qualities, outgoing personality,
and extensive campus involvement
make her an excellentcandidate for
homecoming queen. We wish her, and
all the queen candidates, the best of

The MISSOURI MINER is
proud to present Jody Luksich as our
Homecoming Queen candidate for
1992. Jody is the daughter of Jerold
and Lynn Luksich. She is a senior in
Civil Engineering. Jody is very active
on campus as a member of Toastmasters, MISSOURI MINER, and the
American Society of Civil Engineers.
She is also a member of Chi Omega
sorority where she has held several
offices. We feel that Jody possesses all
of the qualities necessary to represent
UMR as their Homecoming Queen
1992. Good Luck Jody!!

Sll

luck~

,
11

Suzanne Reeves - Chi Omega

Julie Schroer - Sigma Chi

Chi Omega proudly presents
their 1992 Homecoming Queen candidate, Miss Suzanne Reeves, daughter
of Dale and Shirley of SI. Louis, MO.
Suzanne is currently a senior majoring
in Mechanical Engineering with minors in Communications and English.
Suzanne stays very active on campus
in such activities as ASME, marching
and symphonic bands, APO, Blue
Key, Tau Beta Sigma, as well as in Chi
Omega. In Chi Omega she is currently
serving as pledge trainer and has held
other offi ces such as house manager.
The ladies of Chi Omega feel that her
involveme nt, leadership skills, academic achievements, and her outgoing, charming pers onality make her an
e xcell ent c andid at~ . We wish her good- ,

Angela Baer - Kappa Sigma

Kappa Sigma proudly presJulie Schroer, daughter of
ents Miss Angela Baer, daughter of
rson
Jeffe
of
Joseph and Janet Schroer
Larry and Karen Baer of Creve Coeur,
City, is a senior in Mechanical EngiMO, as our 1992 Homecoming Queen
of
member
active
an
is
Julie
neering.
candidate. Angela is Junior majoring
Kappa Delta Sorority. She has served
in Engineering Management. She is
as their special events chairman,
very involved at Chi omega, as well as
curis
Homecoming chairman, and
other organizations, such as
many
rently secretary. Julie has been on the
ASEM, ASQC, Delta-Delta, IOPP,
as
years,
three
for
Council
Panhellenic
Lambda-Sigma-Pi, and Intercollewell as the Alcohol Awarenes s Comgiate Knights. We .feel that Angie's·
mittee , Alpha Phi Omega, AS ME, and
involvement, scholastic dedication,
other campus organizati ons. Last year
friendly personality; and good looks
she led Kappa Delta to first place in
made her the ideal choice forHomeSigma Chi' s annual Derby Days. All
coming Que~n 1992. . The men of
the Sigs wish this beautiful young lady
!rin~'h'k lh:e.be;;t luck';" "'"
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PREGNANCY

WANTED:

~PRIMER~

Jrilvoid

alcohol, drugs,
smoking,
infection.

·moos

t

your
intake of
nutritious
food. Ch~:;t~y'

Unaffiliated
~ .. Reps
for
Student Council

C,O NGRATULATI01)TS
, ALSO TO OUR OTHER
OUTSTANDING MEMBERS

ANNE CHAPMAN U .,.~ 'I;::;~
LAR~ POUr-': .
APRIL WRIOHT
JENNIFER ZUNO
Rewarding Experience ~=~~~:;;:;~~~~;;

For All
Your
Travel
Needs

vanetyJ

care
II)
about

Open to AAA Members
and the General Public

. yourself
and your
unborn baby.
~contact

~OM SCH~RENBORG

• Bus Tours
• Airline Tickets
• Cruises and Train
* Motel. Hotel and Resort
Reservations
• Rental Car Reservations

• AAA Escorted and
Non-Escorted Travel
• Group Travel
• Passport Photo Service
* International Driving Permits
• Helpful Travel Publications

@,(:RWSi;;.~i~fO~~~V~]

your local chapter. cD

It"avel
,.'.'"
'" • __ A gency
~

Let 'JS Do All The Work . ..
W:"lle You Have All The Funl

1056 King.highway, Rolla
(N.xt

to

McDon&Jd'B)

1-800-678-7025 or 364-1117

~~~~.H~~~d~~~a&~~~,M~~~~~~~~~~~

THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PU~L),~6~ , ~

TIME MANAGEMENT
Monday, Oct 12; 3:30-4:30 pm
TJ Hall·Academlc Enhancement center
Facilitator: Dr. Gene Van Maire
COMMUNICATlON IN RELATIONSHIPS
Tuesday, Oct 13; 3:30-4:30 pm
209 Norwood Hall
Facilitator. Ms. Christine Breier
TEST ANXIETY
Wednesday, Oct 14; 3:30-4:30 pm
TJ Hall·Academlc Enhancement center
Facilitator. Dr. George Schowengerdt
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YES
JIM?
)

FOR HELP
DURING UM'LANNED PREGNANCY
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
NEW EAru. Y DETECTION METHOD

-The Professional -

HAIR CRAFTERS
Student Discounts.& Walk-ins Welcome
1720 N. Bishop (Across rromTJ. Hall )

for appointment call: 341 - 3800

MClVISAlDIS ACCEPTED

6eFo~E YOt.) t-:NOW IT, Y60· ...L fie t...eAI>lN(.
THE exc-IT/,J6 q-ro-~ WO(('~fiif..-8E.e l-IPE
pepce.TEP fJl( ,/o\Jfl. F1'!vO/LIT'E ST"'~S OrJ
TV SHOWS I..IICE' """f-T'f-$OMETtiIN";' ANP I t l '
I"IOIIIE$ 1-1tc.E' "wof-I<ING (,1fZ.L.'·

9:004:Oi

Phone N

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

ST"9~6~N!~@6~
*
2-16

5, 6 OR 7 NIGHTS

o~"

VAIL/BEAVER
C.-*

DECEMBER 14-21
5, 6 OR 7 NIGHTS
JANUARY 2-14
5 OR 7 NIGHTS

*

CKEN RI------=-

MY DEGREE GOT ME THE INTERVIEW.
ARMY ROTC GOT ME THE JOB.
You can begin to develop impressive leadership skills with an Army ROTC elective.

For more infonnation contact
Captain Don White
310 Harris Hall
or phone 341-4738
Register now without obligation.
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I DIDNT
LIKE IT ....II

WOW! MUSTVE.
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QUALITY CLEANERS
Opening.October 5, 1992
Ad!l~g~' 1~00 Pine-street .
a~ t~~1Jgtow~ Theater Building
9:00-4:00 Monday thru Friday
PhOlje 'Nilmber 364,8112

* Expert Cleaning '* Reasonably priced
I~olla. ~,,10 6540 I

108 W. 71h Streel

I

~

364· .1()SO

~

EXCEllENT

~

EX'mAINCOMENOWI
Beautifully Wrapped 'Ro.ses
Alh'.blors aV~i1able> $1;98 each- ' I~
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ENVELOPE STUFFING - UOO - $800 .... ry week ' F_ De~: SASE to
Int.m.tioneI Inc.
1356 Coney"'and Ave,
1IrooIdyn. New Yori< "230

fiCECI
SCIENCE FIenON • FANTASY
COMICS • GAMES
1014 Pine S1. Phone 364-4301

cJ/ai't f):)E.~ignE.~~
(Formerly Creative Hair DeSign)

John. dim,!}
Owner·Stylist
212 Hwy 63 South
Rolla, MO 65401
(314) 364·4767
("lA}

Owner·Stylist

Buy one ~'oot1ong

P{.T

'vvoLII

r7

Mon·Fri: 9AM . 6PM
.
Sat: 9AM ;,

MCNISA accepted

AIR FORCE ROTC UNITS
FILLED TO CAPACITY

A March of Dimes research
grantee, Dr. Anderson studies the very beginnings of
life before birth when so
many things can go wrong.
His wor;\< reflects the deep
concern of the March of
Dimes in its fight against
birth defects. This kind of
basic research is top priority, and points the way to the
day when good health at
birth will be-~h'e right of
every child .
"' '

~'

I,

~'

~

I

",.. -i!r'l ~1 ''t.~

.:.L- -

GET ONE FOR 99¢

SUNDAY

(99f

Sub mUlt be of equal or lena' value)

--'t1nntng

10% discount with student lD

Dr. Everett Anderson
Professor of Anatomy
Harvard Medical School

DAILY SPECIALS

NOT!
Don't belive everything you hear. The Air Force continues
to seek outstanding students to fill future officer
requirements. See yourself becoming a leader, graduating
from college as an Air Force officer with fully developed
q~alities to character and managerial ability. Notice, too,
the opportunities. Like eligibility for scholarship programs
that can pay tuition, textbooks, fees, ... even $100 in tax·free
income each academic month.
Visualize a crisp uniform that reflects pride in yourself and
your ability to accept challenge, Get the picture?
Now make the call!

314-341-6541

Footlong Combo or Meatball
MONDAY
TUESDAY

$2.99
Buy 1 Footlong Get 1 for
CAll.er 4:00 pm; 99 Sub mun be of -rual or

99¢

~r

nJue)

A'Y Footlong Meal Deal $4.99
WEDNESD1'>.
Sandwich, Chip & Med. Soda
(EJ~pl SlM "~ocdJ

THURSDAY

$5.00 OFF Any 6' Party Sub

FRIDAY

$1.00 OFF Any Large Salad

SATURDAY

BUY 2 FOOTI.ONG GET 1 FREE

ROll....

FT. Wooo

Corner of 9th & Pine
364-3395

Gateway Shopping Center

336-5922

Limited Time Only
Not Good in Combination With Any Other OfI'er
No< Valid On Deliv..,. - One Speciat PeT Vioit

ones O

~
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e cintosh
Student Aid
~~~~~~. ""'~~
Apple Madntosh PowerBook" 145 4/40

Apple Macintosh Classic' II

Get over '400 worth of preloaded software when you buy one of the
Apple'" Macintosh'" computers shown above at our best prices ever.
And if you are interested in financing options, be sure to ask for
details about the Apple Computer Loan. But hurry, because student

Apple Madntosh LC II

Apple Madntosh IIsi

tional instil
cuses on in
of allergic,
lious'disel

bellerme~

lIt.t Ihese
res_hers
tories, N\)
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research in
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Weekend I
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aid like this is only available through October 15, 1992 - and only at
your authorized Apple campus reseller.

For further information contact

Ben Strehlman at
114 Mathematic Computer Science Bldg.
341-4~1

~ 1992 Apple ComPU("'. Inc. Apple. (he Apple logo. and Macin(osh are regi><ercd (rademarks of Apple Computet. Inc. Classic ~ , rtgis(ercd (rademarlt licel15<d (0 Apple Compu( .... lnc. Poo'<rllook ~ a (rademarlt or Apple Compu(..., Inc. The: Ibndoni House Encyclopcdb b, (rademarlt
II, The: New Thesaurus. Corm:Text unclcrljing (cchoojogy dc)'OIOpcd by
l:lnguagc Systems, Inc. Calendar Creator is:l tr.ademarit of fo';\tt Up Softwa~ Corporation. Re5umeWriler is a trademark ofBc:lona....re Software Comp:u1y, Inc. All product nlmcs are the Ir.tdemaric oI lhcir respective holders. Offer good on tht MadnlOsh f'Q:9t'tr8oQJt.l45 4/40 configur.uion

or Random Hoosc, lnc. Am<rican H<rl<>ge Electr""ic Diaion>ry, EJecrronic Thesaurus, ,nd Co=Text· drn:1opcd by Hough(OIl ~timin Company, publ~her of The: Am<rican H<rl(ogt Dictionary ,nd Rogo<"

J
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Career opportunities
available for minorities
James Hadley
SOURCE
Are you an academically talented
minority student in your junior or
senior year of college? Or in your frrst
year of graduate or medical school?
Are you interested in a career in biomedical research?
The National Institute of Allergy
and 'Infectious Diseases (NIAlD) in
Bethesda, Md., offers the Introduction
to Biomedical Research Program,
which is designed specially to acquaint academically talented minority
students with career opportunities in
the broad field of biomedical research.
"This program offers minority
students from across the country an indepth and intense four-day introduction to NlAID-NlH," said Vincent A.
Thomas, M.S.W., M.P.A .. Program
Director. "This initiative grew out of
the Institute's concern about the underrepresentation of minorities in the
scientific pool. Our goal is to increase
the number of minority scientists."
NlAlD, a component of the National Institutes of Health (NIH), focuses on investigations on the causes
of allergic, immunologic and infectious' diseases and development of
better means to prevent, diagnose and
treat these illnesses. In addition to
researchers working in NlAlD laboratories, NIA1D supports scientists at
U.S. universities, medical schools and
research institutions to conduct scientific studies on various diseases, including AlDS, hay fever, hives, Lyme
disease and sexually transmitted diseases.

Approximately 55 students will be
selected for the Feb. 7 to II, 1993,
program. They will attend a series of
lectures by /IIIH scientists, and Will
tour the renowned NIH Clinical Center, one of the world's largest research
hospitals. They will have face-to-face
discussions with scientists about current research initiatives and advances
as well as career concerns. All participants will be provided with expenses
and round-trip transportation to the
Bethesda campus.
The students also will have the
opportunity to apply for summer positions in the NlAlD Division of intramural Research. These jobs will provide an opportunity to further their
knowledge and understanding of biomedical research, career paths and
the types of positions available at NIH
Applicants must have a 3.0 or belter GPA, and must be recommended
by the deans and faculty members of
their schools. Selection is based on
these recommendations and the students' personal and academic achievements.
For an application packet, contact
NlAlD at 9000 Rockville Pike, Building 31, Room 7A19, Bethesda, Md
20892 or call (301) 496-4846. Applications also may be obtained from the
college or university dean orrepresentatives for NIH programs such as
Minority Access to Research Careers
and Mino ri'tY Biomedical tR es4rch
Symposium. The completed appiication packet must be received atNlAlD
from the dean or chairperson no later
than Nov. 13,1992. Applicants will be
niltified by letter a1:iout fmal selectioI\s
of participants after Dec. 10, 1992.

t'age
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"Chalking" up another drawing
News Services
SOURCE
Rolla, Mo. - As the last student
and physics teacher trails out of Miles
Auditorium, Ellen Pearce rushes in to
wash the chalkboard. She is anxious to
start her work.
For six years, Pearce, now a technology transfer coordinator at the
University of Missouri-Rolla's Center
for Technology Transfer and Economic Development, and Phillip
Streamer, a graphic artists for the
Missouri Department of Natural Resources, have given UMR Film Series
geers an extra attraction: chalk drawings.

years," says Streamer. "And then they
kind of caugh us," he adds, extending
his chalk-dusted hands.
Pearce and Streamer started the
chalk drawings "on a whim." Over the
years, the movie audiences grew accustomed to the drawings. "If we
skipped a night. we'd hear about it indirectly," says Streamer.
The transitory drawings were
erased the following morning by professors or janitors. But Dr. lames
Bogan, UMR professor of art and director of the UMR Film Series, capturedtheirworkonfilm,setittomusic
and made the videotape "Chalk Up
Another."
The video "allows you to be inside
. on the creative process," says Bogan.

"v..

~~t,

~~.

I'

"The Wizard ofOz" and features chalk ,
drawings from other movies, including "Brazil," "Animal Crackers,"
"Love and Death," "Hair," "The Witness ," and "The Misfits."
To prepare for the drawings,
Streamer and Pearce research movies
through movie reviews in the library.
Occasionally they have a sketch of the
chalk drawing but other times "we fly
by the seat of our pants," says Pearce.
The drawings are done freehand ,
but sometimes lettering stencils are
used . ''I'll ink a variety ofletter styles
depending on what the film is," says
Streamer. The stencils, ranging in size
from two inches ( 0 24 inches, act as
carbon paper, allowing the artists to
trace over it for letters. "It makes it a
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~--4-------,.-~-:--::-:::::-::-:-:-~:---::---'~-~.-Ten years ago, chalk drawings
depicting the evening's.feature began
to mysteriously appear on the blackboard of Miles Auditorium in the
UMR Mechanical Engineering Buildirig . "We did it anonymously for two
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"Chalk Up Another" premiered at the- lot easier," says Streamer.
Film Series before the Sept, 15 showFunds for the video were made
il)g of "The Player."
?
avialable through the liberal arts reThe video catches Pearce and search fund and the UMR philosophy
Streamer working on a drawing for and liberal arts department.

appa Delta celebrates 20 years ZTA initiates new advisor, Mary Ann Koen
Kappa nelta
SOURCE

The Epsilon Alpha Chapter of
Kappa Delta Sorority is celebrating its
20th anniversary on the University of
Missouri - Rolla's campus. The celebration will take place Homecoming
Weekend October 9-1 I, 1992. Epsilon
Alpha is expecting at least two-

catch up on old times. On October 10,
1992, Kappa Deltas, collegians, and
alumnae alike, will attend the UMR
Miners Homecoming football game.
Later in the evening a banquet and
formal will be held. During the banquet Minnie Mae Prescott, a prestigious Kappa Delta and National
Panhellenic Delegate, will speak.
Plans for an addition to the main house
will be revealed. October II will wrap
up the 20th anniversary celebration

Zeta Tau Alpha
SOURCE

We, the ladies of the Eta Theta
Chapter of Zeta Tau Alpha at the University of MO - Rolla are proud to
announce that Mrs. Mary Ann Koen of
Rolla, MO has just been initiated into
our chapter. Mary Ann is a Basic

Engineering faculty member at
UM_Rolla and will be serving as the
Scholarship Advisor at Zeta during the
1992 fall semester.
Mary Ann was born in Cape Girardeau and has lived in such places as
Chaffee, Missouri and Myrtle Beach,
South Carolina. She attended school at
Southeast Missouri State University
and the University of Missouri, Rolla.
She is now married to MrJohn Keen
and has two children: lenifer, grade

seven and lared, grade two.
Besides instructing classes, Mary
Ann is doing Ph.D. research on intellectual Property Protection and Small
High Tech Companies. In her spare
time she likes quilting and furniture
refinishing.
We, the ladies of Zeta Tau Alpha
are looking forward to a productive
semesterwithMary Ann as an advisor.
She will be a great asset t and influence on our chapter.

!
P

I

Zeta Tau Alpha honored at Zeta Days
Zeta Tau Alpha
SOURCE
hundred alumnae and dates to be down
for the occasion. Our alumnae are
preparing a family tree of Epsilon
Alpha's twenty year history as a gift to
the chapter. October 9, 1992, alumnae
and collegians will c~me iogether to

with many tearful goodbyes. Epsilon
Alpha is looking forward to all the
festivities with much enthusiasm and
We, the ladies of the Eta Theta
is extremely happy to be celebrating Chapter of Zeta Tau Alpha at the Unitwenty years of excellence and strong versity of Missouri at Rolla, are proud
sisterhood.
. to announce the many honors received

~~~~--~~~--------------------~---

--

this past year at Zeta Days in StLouis
and at our National Convention in
Atlanta. Zeta Days is a smaller convention for chapters in the same province; we were given awards for chapter
organisation, sisterhood, and most
improved GPA. At National Convention, we received the fmancial excellence award, major donor award, and

the Crown Chapter Award. We have
won the Crown Chapter Award, an
extremely prestigious honor, thepast5
out of 6 years by meeting requirements
in the areas of membership, fmances,
activities, programming, and fraternity operations. We are looking forward to another great year leading to
more honors and awards.

If
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Co-op Employment
October

co-op

1992 Co - o o Sig n - ups

In terview date:

Tuesday

Oct.. 27

Wednesday

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Sign-up locat io n:

JOJD Norwood Hall
Co-op Office

Sign - u p hours:

8:00am - 11:JOam
1: ODpm - 4: lSpm

Oc t

1992
28

1992

OLIN CORPORATION

E. Alton, Illinois

Int.erviewing: Mechanica'l Engineers, Metallurgical Engineers, Chemical Engineers, Electrical Engineering,
Engineering Management

Additions and/ or changes to the Co - op
interview schedules, will be posted in
the Co-op Office.

Requirements: 2.5 gpa or abov e, us Citizenship

at least 59 credit hours completed at the
end of the semester for Mechanical,
Engineering Management, and Chemical
at least 29 credit hours completed at the
of the semester for Metallurgical and
Electrical Engineers

GENERAL MOTORS
Wentzv i1le, Missouri

Interviewing:
Engineering Management, Mechanical Engi neers, and Electrical Engineers
Requirements:

3.0 GPA or above.

Turn in resumes:

Wed .

Oct.

7

sophomores or juniors

Sign-up date:

October 12

1992

2 schedules - 26 interview openings

1992

RESUMES ONLY.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE CONSIDERED FOR
CO-OP EMPLOYMENT WITH THE ABOVE COMPANY, PLEASE DROP OFF
A COPY or YOUR CO - OP RESUME AT THE CO-OP OFFICE ON THE
ABOVE DATE.
GM WENTZVILLE WILL CONTACT YOU DIRECTLY IF
THEY ARE INTERESTED IN INTERVIEWING YOU .

* ** * ** ****** *** **** ***.** *** **. * •• * •• ** •• * *

Interview date'

Monday

November

1992

MONSANTO AGRICULTURAL DIVISION
St. Louis, Missouri
Interviewing:
neers

IBM CORPORATION
Boca Raton, Florida
I nterviewing:

Monday

Electrical Engineers and Chemical Engi-

Requirements:

Computer Science, Electrical Engineers

Requirements:
3.0 GPA or above.
Should have taken or
taking a minimum of 2 classes in your major.
Turn i n resumes :

Wed.

Oct. 7

1992

RESUMES ONLY.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE CONSIDERED FOR
CO - OP EMPLOYMENT \oo,' ITH THE ABOVE COMPANY, PLEASE DROP OFF
A COPY Of YOUR CO - OP RESUME AT THE CO-OP OFFICE ON THE
ABOVE DATE.
IBM IN FLORIDA WILL CONTACT YOU DIRECTLY IF
THEY ARE INTERESTED IN INTERVIEWING YOU .

••• * •••• *. * * ••••• ***. * •• *. *** ** * ** ••••• * •••

Sign-up date:
2 schedules -

Monday

Oct

19

1992

26 interview openings

Information meeting Sunday I October 18, 1992
7-9pm, Missouri Room, Univ. Ctr.-East
Please attend

••••••••• * * •• *. * * *. *. * *. * * * •••• *. *. *. *. * ... *

SUNRISE/lAD
K~nsas City, Missouri

Interviewing:
Electrical Engineers, Engineering Management , and Mechanical Engineers
Intervie .... date:

Wednesday

October 21

1992

Requirements:
3.2 gpa or above.
USA Citizen.
at least 50 credit hours completed at the end of the
present semeste r.

LITTON INDUSTRIES
Springfield , Missouri

I n terv iewing:
Chem.ical Eng ineers, Electrical Eng ineers,
Mechanical Engineers

start work summer or fall 93
;'n i n resumes:

Requirements:
2.5 GPA or above.
at least 45 credit
hours comp leted at the end of the present semester.
start \ooIork spring 93
Sign-up date'

Wed

Oct. 7

1992

2 intervie\ool schedules - 24 interview openings

Tuesday

Oct.

20

1992

RESUMES ONLY.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE CONSIDERED FOR
CO-OP EMPLOYMENT WITH THE ABOVE COMPANY, TURN IN A COPY
OF YOUR CO - OP RESUME TO THE CO - OP OFFICE ON THE ABOVE
DATE.
SUNRISE/lAD WILL CONTACT YOU DIRECTLY IF THEY ARE
INTERESTED IN INTERVIEWING YOU.

•• *** •••• * ••• ***. * ••••• **.** ** ••• * •••••• *.*

•••• * ••• * **. * •••••••••• *.** * •• *. * ••• * .*.* ••

KANSAS CITY TESTING LABORATORIES
Leawood, Kansas

USDA -SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE
Various work locations throughout Missouri

Interviewing:
Civil Engineers, Geology, and
Geological Engineers

Interviewing:

ci vil Engineers

Requirem.ents:
required.

2.0 GPA or above.

Requirements:
above.

Turn in resumes:

US Citizen ship

3.0 GPA or above.

Sophomore l evel or

start work spring or summer 93
Thursday

Oct. 8

1992

Turn i n resymes'

RESUMES ONLY.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE CONSIDERED FOR
CO - OP EMPLOYMENT WITH THE ABOVE COMPANY, PLEASE TURN IN
A COPY OF YOUR CO-OP RESUME AT THE CO - OP OFFICE ON THE
ABOVE DATE.
USDA-SOIL CONSERVATION WILL CONTACT YOU
DIRECTLY IF THEY ARE lNTERESTED IN INTERVIEWING YOU.

Tuesd ay

October 20

1992

RESUMES ONLY .
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN CO - OP EMPLOYMENT
WITH THE A:BOVE COMPANY. PLEASE TURN IN A COPY OF YOUR
CO - OP RESUME TO THE CO - OP OFfICE ON ·THE ABOVE.
THE
COMPANY WILL CONTACT YOU DIRECTLY IF THEY ARE INTERESTED
IN INTERVIEWI NG YOU.

*. * •••••• * ••••••••••• * * ••••••••••• * ••••••••

..
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NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

NASA - JOHN F. KENNEDY SPACE CENTER
FLCRIDA

\<-'ashinqton, DC
Interviewing: Aerospace Engineers, Hath, Ceramic,
Chemical, Chemistry. Computer Science, Electrical,
Geophysics, Mechanical, Physics I and Ha na.qement Systems
Requirements:
2.5 GPA or above. At least 30 credit
hours completed at the end of the semester .

INTERVIEWING:

Electrical Engineers
Mechanical Engineers
Engineering Management
Computer Science

Requirements:

2.5 GPA or above, us Citizenship
required.
Sophomores or Juniors,
no seniors

start work spring or summer 93
Turn in resumes;

Wed.

Oct

21

Request Co -o o Office to send YOur reSume to NASA on
Thursday October 22
1992 only.
pick UP government
form 171 on Oct 22

1992

............................................

RESWoES ONLY.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE CONSIDERED FOR
CO-OP EMPLCYMENT WITH THE ABOVE COMPANY, PLEASE TURN IN
A COPY OF YOUR CO-OP RESUME TO THE CO - OP OFFICE ON THE
ABOVE DATE.

ADPITION TO OCTOBER 1992 CO-Of INTERyIEW SCHEDULE
STORZ INSTRUMENTS
ST. LOUIS I MISSOURI
INTERESTED IN RECEIVING CO-OP RESUMES ON THE
FOLLCWING MAJORS .
STORZ WILL SCHEDULE ON-CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS AT A LATER DATE .

apDITION 1'9 OCTOBER 1992 CO-Of INTERVIEW SCHEPULE
Interview date;

Monday

Oct

19

Tuesday

Oct

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT
20

REQUIREMENTS:

lill
ASSOCIATED ELECTRIC
Clifton Hill, Missouri

Interviewing:

Civil Engineers
Mining Eng ineers
Mechanical Engineers
Geolog ical Engineers

TURN III RESUMES:

2.0 GPA or above

Sign-up date;

Mo nday

Interview dates:

1 schedule -

Oct

MONDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1992

•••••••••• * •••••••••••••••••••• * •••••••• 111.111

Geology
Requirements!

3 • 0 GPA DR ABOVE.
COMPLETING AT LEAST 2ND YEAR OF COLLEGE
CLASSES IN DRAFTING A MUST
GOOD COMMUNICATION SKILLS
GOOD WORKING KNOWLEDGE OF IBM COMPATIBLE
P . C . ·S.

1992

Thursday Oct 15 1992
Friday Oct. 16 1992
Friday Oct 23
1992

13 interv iew openings
ANHEUSER BUSCH
St. Louis, Missouri

Interview date'

Thursday

October 29

Chemical Engineera ,
Ci vil Engineers
Mechanical Engineers
Electrical Engineers
Computer Science
Engineering Management

Requirements:

Sophomores or above.

2.6 GPA or above

Sign-yp date'

Wednesday

1992

1992

EMERSON ELECTRIC
Ava, Missouri

Interviewing:

Interviewing:

October

Mechanical Engineers
st.art work January 1993

Requirements:

2.0 GPA or above.

Sign-up date:

Tuesday

october 20

schedule for Chemical and Ci v il on 10-15
- schedule for Mechanical on 10-15
schedule for Electrical on 10-16
schedule for Computer Science, Civil , Electrical
on 10 - 16
1/ 2 - schedule for Mechanical and Chemical on 10-23
1 - schedule for Electrical and Computer Science on
10-23
1
1/
1
1

1992

2 schedules - 24 interview openings

••• *. *.* •• * * ••• *. * * ••••••• * •••••••••• * •• *. *

2
-

Placement
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-ROLLA.
Off ice of Ca reer Placement and cooperat ive Training
301 Norwood Hall
W~EKLY pETAT L LI ST :: 7
Week of November 2 - 6, 1992
Week of November 9 - 13 , 1992
Week of November 16-20, 1992

Week of November 2-6

PERMANENT EMPtpYMENT

MONSANTO AGRICULTURAL GROUP
P.O. Box 473
Muscatine, Iowa 52761
attn:
Ms. LeAnne C. McMahon

1992

MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO!
800 N. Lindbergh
St. Louis, MO 63167
attn:
Ms. Patty Jones
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES: 1
BS/ Chemical Engineering
MAJORS:
Design' Process Engineering
POSITION:
Na~ionwide
LCCATION:
Oecer.'lber 1992 or Hay 1993 grads
INTERVIEWING:
only those persons authorized to work
CITIZENSHIP :

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES: 2
BS /MS Chemical, Mechanical or
MAJORS:
Electrical Engineering
Process Engineer/ Project Engineer
POSITION:
Muscatine, Iowa (possible relocat.ion)
LOCATION:
December 1992 or May 1993 grads
INTERVIEWING:
Only those persons authorized to
CITIZENSHIP:
work permanently in the U.S. should

apply.

permanently in the U. S . should appl y.

D~ApLINE FOR TURNING

INTERVIEW DATE:

IN RESUHt:"S:

November 2.

1992

Tuesday,

Oct.

1 3,

1992

pEApLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:
Tuesday, Oct. 13, 1992
INTERVIEW DATE:
November 2, 1992

Page 22
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STANLEY CONSULTAN TS

SPORLAN VALVE

7525 Sussex Dr.
63143
St. Louis, MO

Sta n ley Building
Muscatin e, II'. 52761

attn:

attn:

Mr. Tom Walgren

Mr . Jim Eckelkemp

NUMBER OF SCHEDULE S:

NUMBER OF SCHEDULE S:

1

POSITION (S) :

as / Electrica l, Mechanic al . Civil,
Chemical, or MS Civil (Envi r onmental)
Detal Is
Entry - level Eng ineer ing:
will be posted with interview
signups.

LOCATION :
INTERV I EWING:

Muscatine t IA
December 1992 grads

MAJORS:

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:

MAJORS~

POSITION:
LOCATION :
INTERVIEW ING:
CITIZENS HIP:

1

as/Mecha nica l Engine e r i ng o r
Engineeri ng Manag e ment
Sales Enginee r (Tech ni c al Sales )
U.S . A:

Recent grads o r De cemb er 1 992 g ra d s
U.~ . Ci t izen

Tuesday , Oc t.
DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES i
November 6, 1992
INTERVIEW DATE:

(Students were selected

1 3 , 1992

Day.
from resumes turned in to Tom Walgren at Industry at that
If you were unable to turn in your resume
1992.
a
on
ation
consider
for
name
our
y
time, you may submit
back - list . )
Beginning i mmedia t ely,
INTERVIEW SIGNUP DATE:
November 3, 1992
INTERVIEW DATE:

301 Norwood
Week of November 9-1].

1992

COOPER INDUSTRIE S
P . O. Box 4446
772 1 0
Houston, TX
Mr. Tom Br adley
attn:
COLONIAL
P.O . Box
Atlanta,
attn:

NUMBER OF SCHEDULE S:
MAJORS:

PI FELINE
18855
30326
GA
Mr. Charles Crider

POSITION (s) :
NUMBER OF SCHEDULE S:
MAJORS:
POSITION:
LOCATION:
INTERVIEW ING:

1
BS/Mecha nical or Civil Engineeri ng
(Refe r to the Colo n ial notebook in
Room 304, Norwood Hall)
Atlanta, Geo r gia
December 1992 or May 1993 grads

Tuesday, Oct.
DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:
November 4 , 1992
INTERVIEW DATE:

CANCELLA TIONS :

13,

LOCATION :
INTERVIEW ING:
CITIZENS HIP:

1992

Tuesday , Oc t .
DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES :
November 11, 1992
INTERVIEW DATE:

Do...... Corning (oct. 20 - 21, 1992)
Central Illinois Public Service
(oct . 22)
Bristol Myers Squibb (Oct. ' 22)
Union Carbi d e (Nov . 12 - 1], 1992)

ADDITION FOR WEEK OF OCT.

rundreques~for

ailable in rhe
Ice. Thedeadlin·
sOclober 13.
5rudenlCO[
tqucs~ al rhe gt

1 992

1992

NUMBER OF SCHE'DULES: 1
as/Mecha n ical En ginee r i ng
MAJORS:
I?roduct En ginee r i ng
POSITION ,
Loui s, MO
St.
:
LOCATION
re c e nt gra d s o r December 1992 g r a ds
INTERV IEWING:
2.0
MINIMUM G.P.A.:
Tuesday, Oc t o b e r
INTERVIEW SIGNUP DATE:
October 27, 1 992
INTERVIEW DATE:

MARKETING AND MANAGEMENT CORPORATION Of AMERICA
805 Oaklane Dr.
Rolla, 1'10 6540 1
Mr. Christoph er Barnhart
attn:
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES : 1
BS/BA ANY MAJOR
MAJORS:
Marketing Represen tativ e
POSITION :
ica a s sis t s
(Marketin g & Manageme nt Co r po r ation o f Alne r
their
individua l s, families and companies plan for
)
.
ure
t
fu
Nationwid e
LOCATION:
recent, Dec ember 1992 or Ma y, July
INTERVIEW ING:
1993 grads

13, 1992

KENNECOTT
P.O. Box 11248
Salt Lake City., UT 841 4 7
Ms. Linda Ea stlick
attn:
NUMBER OF SCHEDULE S: 1
as/ Me tallurg i c al & Min ing Eng i nee ring
MAJORS:
In f orma t io n i s n o t avail a ble at
POSITION:
this t ime .
Informati on i s not av a il a bl e at t his
LOCATION :
t ime

_
INTERVIEW SIGNUP DATE: . Tuesday, Nov. 3, 1992
T
STUDENTS INTERVIEW ING WITH MARKETING AND MANAGEMEN
ON NOV . . ~
MEETING
A
ATTEND
MUST
AMERICA
OF
ION
CORPORAT
I NTE~VIEW . SIGNUPS
IN THE MARAMEC ROOM, 7:00 :. 10:. 00 P : M.
WILL FOLLOW THE r-n1~A PRF;SENTATION . .
November · 4

26 - 30

20 ,

According
laWS, rhe pulP
nd is 10 ena
ake one-time P
nnaJly be bey
urces. MY 51!
Ized organizali(
II' fee receiving
[ble 10 receive
APplicalior

ALCO CONTROLS
P.O . Box 411400
S t. Louis, 1'10 6]141
Mr . Ro~e r t Haul
attn:

Addition al companies may schedu l e int e rv.iews
Note:
r of the
with the Placemen t Office during the remainde
Watch bulletin boards for notices to include
semester,
additions , changes, or cancella tions.

INTERVIEW DATE:

1
BS/MS El e c t rical, Mechanica l o r
Indus t rial Engi n ee r i ng ( Eng i nee ring
Ma n ageme n t)
Enginee ri n g Ma na g e ment Tra i n ing
Program, Ad v anc e d Eng ine er ing Tr ain ing Program, Prod u ct Eng i nee r,
Project Enginee r , or Sal e s Eng in e e r
Na t ionwide
December 1992 o r Ma y 1 99] g ra d.s
Permanen t Res iden t Vi sa

Stude!
SO

Tue sday, Oct .
DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:
.
INTERVIEW DAT E ~ ' )~ovemDer 11, 1992

20 ,

Prote
prenc
for a;
Baby

1 992

e for
Kenne.cott ; ...... ill a l so· have po s i t ion s a v a ~ l ab 1
Note:
Engi n eering
interns majoring in Geology, Me t a l lu r g ical
at this
available
not
are
Details
ing.
Engineer
or Mining
time . .

1992

:----.

China
Week of November 16 - 20

B"LACK &. VEATCH
P . O. Box 8405
64114
Kansas Ci t: y , MO
Mr. Glenn E . Watkins
attn:
NUMBER OF SCHEDULE S:

POSITIONS :
LOCATION:
INTERVIEW ING:
MINIMUM G.P.A.
CITIZENSH I P :

1 - BS/ MS Civil Engineeri ng
I-BS / 1'1S Mechanic al Engineeri ng
1 - BS/MS Elec t rical Enginee r ing.
1-BS/MS. Ch~mical Ef\gineeri ng
1-BS/ MS C·omputer Science
(Descript ion ...... ill be posted with
interv iew signup's)
Kansas City, MO ; : Overla·nd Park, KS;
..
po~sible . regional locations
recent grads or ,Deceitllier 1992 or
.
.
~
grads
~]
Ma y i-9
2 . 75
Permanen t resider;lt or .:- i' ntendin'g cit izen

Tuesday, Oct.
DEAPLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES'
Nove mber ·5, 1992 INTERVIEW DATE:

13,

1992

lfUj)!Ssay. One
I!ticle GeUes rea

VULCAN CHEMI CALS
P . O. Box 122283
672'77 - 2283
WiChita, ' KS
M,r. t. Steven Hieg~r
attn:

~Using lbewol

NUMBER OF SCHEDULE S: J.
BS/MS Chemica l Eng i ne er i ng
MAJORS:
Informati on is n ot available at this
POSITION:
~ime

LOCATION : •
INTERViEW ING:
CITIZENS HIP:
MINIMUM G . P. A . :

Wichita, KS
re c ent gra ds ,
1993 g r ads
U. S.
·2.8

December 1992 or May

Tuesday , Oct.
DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:
November 18, 1992
INTERVIEW DATE:

1992

.' . .,
. i .'

! ~ ...:

. . n'
-:

..

'

20,

1992

'lllcapiialismf
IQJjdremainas~
Ingaging in frC!
mg 10 do Ibis
,~ a one_p
, says GeUes

Tednesday, October 7, 1992'

Missourt Miner '

Green vs. grey

quipment funds available
Student Council
SOURCE
According to Student Council
Iylaws, the purpose of the Equipment
'und is to enable organizations to
nake one-time purchases that would
lonnally be beyond their budget relources. Any Student Council-recogtized organization and student activty fee receiving organization are eli:ible to receive this funding.
Applications fo r Equipment
oundrequests for the Fall Semester are
Ivailable in the Student Council ofiice, The deadline for Fall '92 requests
,s October 13.
Student Council will consider the
:equests at the general StuCo meeting

on October 20. Items and organizations funded by the StuCo Equipment
Fund in the past include:
Radio Club-transceiver plus accesso
ries
Society of Automotive Engineerscomputer
Goldminers-unifonns
Trap & Skeet - trap gun, reloader,
shooting vests, shell pouches,
powder scale
Juggling Club-soft clubs
SUB-lighting truss, color filters,
lamps, fixtures, frames, control
board & dimmer
Cycling Club-freewheel remover,
sprocket wrench, chain riveter
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Kory Bakken
Staff Writer
Green, Green, it seems like I
can't get enough. Well, I know you
have all been anticipating the arrival of
'93 Green! It' s HERE!! The new
design is like nothing you have ever
seen, it defies all reason, it defies all
logic, it is the BestEver! What did you
expect! Buy it NOW! Get to the Puck
as fast as you can!
Now, we will get on to the real
test. The St. Pat's Committee has
taken on the IFC, to a match beyond
wits, beyond the physical reality of
anything but total DESTRUCTION in
a monstrous game of Football. This
year there will be only one!! No second
place exists in this duel of might
against mediocrity . This ullimate
face-off takes place on the battlegrounds nearest Fraternity Row at
3:300n the Iithday of October. If you
don't support your favorite team, you
suck! Its not the size of your players,
its how you use them!
Onto bigger and belter things.
The Crop Walk was a success for all

Protect your unb rn baby with good
prenatal care. Cal~ you r local chapter
for a free bOO~"Be Good To Your
Baby Before It Is orn~'

the participating parties. The most
outstanding of all the participants
were Zeta Tau Alpha and Sigma Nu.
Both of these organizations raised the
most money per head and were able to
motivate their members to have a great
showing at this year's Crop Walk.
They are out to an early lead and
appear to be the organizations to beat.
The Chi Omega's and Sigma Pi's
took third. Thanks, to all the orgartizations that took part, you certainly have
done your part to wipe out hunger.
If you are, or know someone interested in being a part of Team Green,
let us know. You can fmd us every
Thursday in room 107c ME Annex
about 8:00. We hope 10 receive input
from all you interested parties, or
anyone with any concern about the St.
Pat' s Celebration. Especially for
those interested parties, we will be
holding an Open Forum on October
28th in the Missouri room of Urtiversity Center East, around 7:00 p. m .
Please, if you have any ideas, come
and see us.
ISS Daze 'Iii The Besl Ever!

POSITlofol

69

dp ~.~J?U2t!!l.2!
Scholarship

THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBLISHER

China
lessors say, One Chinese newspaper
article Gelles read this summer said·
that using the word "markets" doesn't
mean capitalism and added that China
could remain a socialist counlry while
engaging in free trade. "They're
lIying to do this and still keep the
country a one-party, socialist system," says Gelles.
Because the srudents at Xi' an
Petroleum Instirute did not have a
strong background in market economics' Gelles and Johnson taught the
"bridge" courses of micro and macro
economics through interpreters this
summer. These courses allowed all
students to start on the same educaIlona! level.

from page 1
"These students were very intense and attentive in class," says
Gelles. "I never saw them daydream."
The students enrolled in the
courses are instructors at the institute.
"Many of the insturctors only have
bachelor's degrees," says Johnson,
while the professors have master's
and doctoral degrees.
"The srudents recognized the
significance of education to the economic development of China,"
Johnsonsays. A "tremendouspopulation problem and a high unemploymentrate" plagues the nation, he adds,
and China is trying to expand its industrial base to overcome unemployment. But before industrial develop-

ment can come, Chinese workers must
be better educated to control and operate modem technology, Johnson says.

The intensive economics lesson
continues next year, with 30 credit
hours of graduate courses remaining.
But teachers other than Johnson and
Gelles will be at the front of Ihe classroom.
Johnson would like to see
UMR's contact with the inslitute conlinue through degrees from UMR in
English, geology and economics. He
hopes the project will lead 10 an exchange of leachers and srudents between China and UMR.

Crossword

Scholarship
SOURCE

from page 6
The women of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, INC. on the UMR campus
are now accepting.applications for one
(I) - $100.00 cash scholarship to be
awarded at the start of the Winter 1992
semester.
If you are a female freshman,
sophomore or a first semester transfer
student at UMR, apply now for consideration. Application deadline is November20, 1992. Pick-up applications
at the MEP office or from any M:9
Sorority member.

r
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